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UNH juniors .die in Crash
By John Gold
Two UN H students were
. killed Saturday morning when
their car skidded bff the road
and slammed into a tree . ·
Grant Carlson, 21 , and ·
Robert Gut. 22.-- we.re killed
after the 1972 Monte Carlo
they ·were in. missed a curve
\near Pudding Hill Road.
Both students were .UN H
Juniors .St'-'t "' poli c e i.::1id th e y-:1rri w ,d

.on the scene at 7:30 a .m. where
both Gut and Carlson were
pronounced dead.
The exact time of the
accident is unknown. although
unconfirmed _ repor-ts say it
occurred s-everal hours before
police arrived.
S ta t e p O I i Ce de C I i n ¢ d
comment on this, ·saying the .
accident 1s still under
investigation.
Gut and Carlson were
roommates at the Westgate
apartment complex in Dover.
Gut, a rc~idcr1t of Franklin~
NH, was enrolled in the
Whittemore School of B'usiness·
and Economics. He was a 1980
. graduate of Franklin high
1
school: where he played on the

graduate of Milford senior hig,h
_
school.
B~sides his . pa_rcnts, he is
survived by- his sister, Caron,
and a bro t-h er. s·~ th :
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs .
J .C. Sethre. and Mt. and Mrs.
L.O. Carlson, all fr6m
Red wing. Minn.
There' will- be a Mass of Christian Burial tomorrow at
10 a .m . in St. Patricks Church :
in Milford. Calling hours will
Fr.:1nkl;n _ H11ri}1l will he in Holy
Cross cemetery in the spring. · beat St. Patricks church hall in
Carlson, an art major, was a Amherst tonight from 7-9 p.m.
In lieu of flowers coritriburesident of Amherst: NH . He
was born in. Red wing. Minn .. tions may be made to the Grant ·
the son of Gary L. and Priscilla Carlson art scholarship fund at
(Seth re) Carlson. and had been UN H, , c / o Mrs. Septima
an Amherst resident for the · Gaidmore. Souhegan National
pas,t seven ye~rs. · He was a ' bank in Milford.

football and basketball teams.
He is surviYed by his mother
Jeanette ( Plourde) Gut of
Franklin, two brothers,
Stephen and John, both of
Franklin: a gran-dmother.
Josephine (Wasak) Gut of
Laconia, and several aunts,
uncles and cousins.
A Ma·ss of Chl'istian Burial
was to be celebrated today at JO
a.m . at St. Paul\ church in

Bookstore ·co-n tract
decision is ·final
By Michelle Evans and Reina' February 2 at Plymouth State
_
College. Kay Mensch
The bookstore issue will
A contract between UN H

appear as an informal item at
this meeting, according to a
letter to the New Hampshire
from UN H Interim President
Gordon Haaland .
.At (the meeting) · the full
der~~"c~~~~~~~';Jidnotrequire
of trustees arc expected
board
full
the
from
approval
·
,.·
,
•
- ·
- . University System Board of to · present any dissenting
, ., -· "
by a gran-t -rroni :. the Elli<.,)t t:ion .
By Edmund Mander _
opinions to the actions of the
The amotfnt or $"8600, worth ,. Fouridati()n aceording to [ f -~ The Z e nith7z-IO0 processors ,' Trustees.
•• A report by the Finance and Finance and Budget Com- .
tos_t $2 I 00 each. l ;he Jjrihters,
.
of word 'r 1~{)Cessing equipment ·compagi10t1.
Budget committee will be mittee.
The processor makes it easier which arc separate, can cost
has cal\lsed quite a bit of
The corumittee's actions
presented at that meeting," said
excitement at Hamilton-Smith ~nd quicker for a writer to ~~ything f~om _$500_~$ I 800. But
this week: eight more arc to produce a finaldraft. Sentences ·. its worth 1t according to Betty University ' System Secretary have continued to be protested
Art Grant. "Whether there i·s by members of the UN H
•
·
can be inserted or removed ~ Le Compagnon.
follow by the end of the year.
In addition to assisting discussion following or not will faculty and staff, the staff of the ~
.. Although other depart - from the middle of pa.i;agraphs.
UN H Bookstore, and the
ments already have micro- and the mac.hirfr will regular - English majors. · be up to the Trustees." ·
Director. of Administrative student senate, despite the fact
computers. this is the first place .autQmatically change the lay- students interested in a · career
on campus where extensive use out of the page. to ~1ccon~odate in journalism will have an . Services · Phyllis_ Forbes is that the contract ~is fully
·
drafting the final contract, approved.
· opportunitv to becornc familiar
_
will be made of the word - _the alteration.
In a letter tQ. the Finance and
which will not be ready for the
An arte.rtho.ught 6r a mistake with the · machine that has
processing facility" Betty Le
trustees meeting scheduled for _ Budget Committee arid Interim.
s r-c;:-t_ypirig a !·evolutionized · the newspaper
Compagnon said .
110 longer cntail_
President Gordon Haaland,
- ..
.
.
_
Le Compagnon. a research _. wh<)lc_ page. Le Cainpagnon mdustry.
dated November . 7, 1983, .
assistant will be spending the said .
members· of the Library
'"If an author decides
next few weeks training .the
Committee of the Academic
- English faculty · to operate suddenly at the cr:1d or a novel
Senates stated tha_t they .
to change a name of one of rbc
them.
.. considered the Bookstore to
Initially the · tlfrcc word - characters. the processor can
be. more than a business ."
proccsso1·s will only be used by be ·asked' to run through the
"Certainly, it is possible that
thefacultybutbyncxtycaritis whole work. -...find each
s u b c o n't r a c t i n g w i 11 rw t
hoped th,il word-,-processors occurrence of the name. and Bv Jennifer Adkins
don't have the desire lo try. The
decrease the :c,1cademic quality
_
can · be introduced _ into the _ change it." she said.
Students are questioning the brothers who applied would
of the Bookstore," the
- ,Word -processors will alsQ be validity of the numbers of have made . it even - if they
class-room, Le Compagnon
- -BOOKSTORE, ·page 4
used for the study of ·authors Sigma Nu brothers chosen as weren't brothers." John
said.
"We want to experiment to an~d styles of writing: . the freshman ca.mp counselors .
Bradley, a non-brother chosen
see how they a ffec·t the computer ·can -be programmed
Out of the forty-six new as a counselor last year agrees
identify and search for a
students' work.'' she said .
brothers.
· · 1 construe- counselors chosen early this with the fraternity
·
The three word proc.'Cs.·sors given
grammat1€a
"I would never tfiink our
nionth, - eight belonged -to the
and two printers were funded ·
executive staff is prejudiced to .
. fraternity.Co-director of fr~sh 'm an pick Sigma Nu · brothers
ca_mp arid Sigma Nu broth~r because they are brothers."
Bruce Bowden said he has been Bradley said, "The executjves
receiving a lot of "flack from . chose good peopk.,, no matter
what group they are a part of."
everyone.~~ over the sele,ction .
Bowden clarified the
"The_b-rothers didn't make it
N C)rth -America: Sheehan sent
By Kristine Snow
because they are in-the house," sdection process.· He said there
The attorney for the parents Flygare a letter earlier in the
Bowden said. ··camp is_a place . are eight executives on the staff
where you are an individual and a unanimous--deci-s ion was
of the U.N H - stu_dent who · year aski.ng him "to put UN H \
drowned during. last April's insurance carriers on notice :"
and each counselor is chosen by made about each candidate.
what they can offer. to a Only two executives are Sigma
crew accident contacted USN H Flygare said.
Al McClain tied the ail time;.
Nu brothers.
·
The ins,urancc company was
freshman.''
legal counsel. Thomas Flygare,
UN H Basketball scoring
Furthermore, .the imerview
Bowden said that "four of
two weeks ago to again d iscuss notified at the time of the
accideill as part of a "routine" · the chosen brothers showed · process removes potential for . record. See story; page 20.
insurance action.
Freshman Glenn Haves of action, Flygare sa id .
interest in being camp biases. The eight executives
U.S . Cmist Guard and UNH
counselors before they were split iQto two groups, each
Bartlett died April 10: 1983
\\hen the UN H crew boat he review panel reports said poor
Calendar .................. page 5
brothers. lt'sacoincidencethat group interviewing one
. \\as ro\\ ing capsized . and he organization and · failure to
Classified ~ ............... page 17
they are ~fth brothers and candidate.
monitor weather conditions
tri-cd w s\\ im to shore.
Bowden expl-ained that
Comics .... ~ .............. page 16
counselors.
According to Flygare. contributed to the accident in
Editorial ................. page I 0
Sigma Nu brother Hunter dur,ing each interview, the
Features .......... pages 13"."15 •
Brownlie, who was chosen last executives rotated between the
attornev Paul Sheehan told which six crew boats
him he ·has not yet heard from overturned in the waters of
year said, "There are brothers CAMP; page 16
Notices ···~···· ............ page 6
the Insurance Company of Gi·eat Bay in Newington.
who wouldn't make it, but they
, Sport~·········• .. _••······•Page 2~

Gary l:fart spoke on the economy and _defe~;e at--Dover's
Week's Restaurant last Friday. (Jim Millard photo)
- - - -- -
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process~rs come toUNH

and Barnes and Noble
Bookstores was awarded by the
USNA Finance and Budget
Committee, Dec. 20, 1983,

Sigma Nu goes to
freshllle"7 camp

to

Hayes' attorney
• •
response
awaiting
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Posi~g in the nude: an ·eyC:opening i,:experien_ce,
By Ray Duprey

deliberating over· a defendant. ·
Withounhinking, I untie.the th-ink, remembering the
After - three -·o f the longest
Mv former roommate savs I
In two minutes I return.
belt ofmy.robe,tossitonto ·one · dra-matic -,. death scenes my minutes of m~.1 life, I open my
don't have the nerve. And ;s I .
One of the students, Meg, is a _ of the delapitqte 9 ·pieces . of frien_ds and I used to have when eyes_. study the watch, and
walk into room 304, - the good friend of mine. • After furniture, and walk to the table we played cowboys and i" ndtans a.nnounce that time is up .
as kids.
.
Sweat is dripping down -the
university Drawing 2 art room, dis<:overing only two hours ago in, the center of the room. ,
I wonder if I have· nerve after t.hat she was in the class, I
Twenty desks surround the
- I will be paid $4 an hol,lr to lie back of my arms. I become selfall.
·
expected to be embarassed, . two foot nigh, _five foot wide here sweaty and naked.
conscious as sweat drips on the ·
In a few minutes -I will be · wearing only a thin robe 'and a wooden table.
,
I cannot help but think of warm, white sheet.
taking all my clothes off. I will · St Jude medal. Instead l am
Hatc.h covers ·• the worn what my conservative, .Roman ·
The ffrst images I see are theallow these drawing students to comforted that she is there; I wooden· tal;>le ' "Yith 'a . clean Catholic relatives. woold'• say if '". still life props scattered. on the
study parts of me_ that only a realize she , will not laugh 9r she.et.
.
they knew. - To thein; -' being wiiid0ws1n:~- large, - -small,
handjul of people have seen gasp, like the, others · might,
Our first p9se will be the ·naked in front of strangers is an brown, blue, worn· and new
when I take ·my cl-othes off to "'Dying Gaul," he announces.
unm·entionable, hellacious act.· bottles, a ceramic bowl and
before.
If my mother only_ kntw.
-reveal my skinny five foot nine
The Dying ~Gaul- is a The - hum~n ,'body sh9uld be · pitcher, dishes with plastic
John Hatch, the instructor, inch frame.
·
sculpture of a soldier taken hidden, unlesl one wants to grapes, apples, and oranges.
1
Hatch;s watch, l)(ing on a ·down . b~ · Ce;asar's Roman take a sbower, have children ,
I concentrate on these -for a
greets me as I walk ·int'o the ·
disorganized art r9om. He is a worn wood.en- fable reads -9:50 Legions:
,
or use the bathroom .
· .moment, and then, as Hatch
kind, older man with years of am.
He looks at me. My smile
Hatch rests his Timex.. on the begins to describe the· next
experience marked on . ,his
As the time comes for me to hints, "'let's get this over with.~· table by my forehead '.
' - pose, I. return to reality. I look
rough, wrinkled face. ~
.
take off ' my .robe, I feel like . I wonder if the, Dying Gaul
.. Let us know when 'ihree around at my jury of IL women
"You~re my model?" he asks_ when l was a young boy ,- died a .completeh,; naked __ man.-· minutes afr up," he says. I am and 4 ,ne.n. _ .
· politely. ::sitting in the aoctor·s office,
I lie on the table. Witlia few
relaxea because, as the Dying
···1 don't know how he held
reply waitingforthe _nursetocall.l _wordsandhandmotionsHatch Gau(lgettoclosemyeyes. that pose for so -long,"
: "Yes, I am:'-'
conf.identlv.
knew what was /be_yond those · positions me. I move ont.~f my
I hear the sounds of charcoal · Hatch says.
_
lpromi~edmyselfbefore .t he words was so unthmkable, so rightside,bendinyleftkneeup .pencils brushing . againS"t · lpassedmffir~ttest:ldidri't
class I would act like .a · unirnaginabie, that my mind in a 30 degree angle, and drape newspri_n,~~T-~~ ~gJ;!cnd~§: rem,m!L ~oy~, and more 1mport'!11tly\ I·
professional: I wol)ld not talk refused to register the ima-ges.
m.y:--~-e~~.;--OY.~~..::~~- edg~_of: tbe_~_ .me ~of l1ftk ·creatures_,_perh~ps didn tr~ave an_e_rect1~n:
.
for the sake o.f talking or l~t,1-g_h · .-"]__.guess we can sta-r:t~:.n ow/'· - -~table ..· ··
--,.,
gnomes or elves, . wh1spenng
- Earlier my fnends reaction
falsily -like "vuln.e rable people !-latch says.
.
. "My famous death scene," I and scheming in the darkness. to .!TIY posing was "what i_rI~u ,
do.
·
·
get an erection'!" 13ut when on
It is 9:40 am.
display in the class-room, the
"Why don't you_take off your
tension in my guts limits that
clothes in the bathroom across
~ possibil-ity.
the hall?" Hatch asks.
. The artists tum to clean
·I snatch my thin, black robe
sheets of paper.
from my knapsack and h~ng it
In the next pose, I am facing
on my bony shoulder. Before I
Meg. I am in a crabwalk
leave 1 I glance at the art
position, though my arms ar:e
students scattered around- the
placed behind:_my right srde.
,large studio. They organize
The left side of my body is
their charcoal and sketch
supported by the toes on ~-my .
left foot. _
peticils,· along with their erasers
that be·nd like silly putty, on •
It is a · difficult pose to their desk tops~ In their ar_ms
maintain, and as I count the
they hold newspri_nt -sketchseconds, I feel sharp pain
pads.
'crawling up my calves. ·
Most . Qf the students are
I glance at Meg and the
women dressed in clothes: that
artists in front of me. The way
scream a-gainst '. c.onformity.
. · tbey.s.t1:1dy n;ie,, rpakes me realize·· 1
One - thiri, p-ale woman
that theyare not dra;wing RaS1
particularly captur'es my
Duprey, but a human body.
attention. Her b'rown hair is
-Hatch says - I represent the
shaved on the -sides of her head.
human race, and ,as a model, iLong hair falls to the right from
am modeling mankind.
.
the crest.
. To these artists, the human
She wears a long-sleeved .
body, big or small, perfect or
workshirt, worn and covered
blemished, is t!'ie 'ultimate
with bright red, yellow. · and
masterpiece:
green circles and squares drawn
I am a bit more comfortable
with ink markers :
and less inhibited. I am just
Her olive green pants are two
another human being in the
inches above her ankles, but
room.
she seems comfortable in them. The next pose is equally as
I walk toward the bathdifficult. I curse myself for
room.
being in such bad .shape: my
body - shakes ·due to mustle
The next time I see ;these~
tension.
people they will _have t?tal , i\ sculpture from the f983 senior seminar fm: students of fjne arts. (Jim Millard photo) '
control
over me,·- hke - a- Jury. _ · - - .
·
·;
·.
. ·
MODEL, page 8
,..-·~
-...---,.,, .
.
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Hussein calls for

U4!S. aid

various stages .of democrat(c
development. A U.S. official who
-briefed reporters -Friday said that the
purpose of the mission is to show
American support for democratiz~ ation of the area.

Glenn visits

Physics Library

Portsmouth

Re--opens

!.

..

.. _

.

-

. . Democratic Presidential Candidate
Senaror John Glenn stopped rn
Por,tsmoutb Saturday on · his
campaign swing of the Seacost Area .
In a dramatic change from his earlier
'speeches, Sen. Glenn spoke and
answered questions vigorously to a
crowd of' about I 00 on such topics as
acid rain, arms control, the draft and
ed-uca fron.
-

l'he physics library in DeMer'itt is
reopened following adjustments · to
make the library safe. The hours are
Monday through Thursday, 8a.m. to
10 p.m., Friday 8 to 4:.30, and Sunq_ay
2p.m. to !0p.m.

. King Hussein of Jordan requested
irycreased military aid Saturday at his
frrst press conference in.Jordan since
1980. Reagan Administration officials
annovnced plans Friday to supply
Jordanian rroops . with enough
equipment to outfit an 8,000-man
rapid deployment force to be used for
emergencies in Persian, Gulf countries.
Hussein said he did not plan such a Following coniplai nts , by local ··~,
force, but stated that his armv could be ·police officials, the State · of New
used to intervene in the M i°ddle East
Hampshire has .decided to conduct an _
UN H Sports lnformatio~ Director
should
need
arise.
.
.
,
_
investigation to determine if problems
Bill Knight lett Sunday -for the
with the I n-toximeter . 3000, a
O'lympiad in Sarajevo, Yugoslavia,
C U - tz
breathalizer machine, are s¼rious
The National Weather Service says
along with the rest of the U.S. Ol51 mpic --scattered flurries qre- likely today
Committee, press liaison. In Sarajevo,
enough to wan~ent policy changes in
.
.
.
drunken driving . anests. The
followed by partial clearing late in the
Knight will set up interviews, research
Secretary of State George Schultz
complaints stem from descrepencies
day, highs in the low 30\. Wednesday
background inforn1ation, and work
_leaves .today ,'to .visit five South
between the Intoximeter readings and _ with ABC. and American and foreign
ancj · Thursd4y_ sho-uld tie clear,- with
American and Caribbean countries in ,-- those of a second breath-test machine .
highs. again in the low 30\. :
journalists.

-Jntoxim_e te~_
· Inve-s tigation

UNH's Bill Knight
-goes to Sarajevo ·

•
S h I to tour L
, atlll
A_m_erica

.
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UNH foothllll ~team

to dance
•
a-g ain

feasts in style

University System of New
·
The UN H athletic depart- Hampshire Chancellor Kasper
ment recognized the 1983 UN H . Marking, Board of Trustees
football team on Jan. Tl with a Chairman Richard Morse, and
_
. By Margaret Consalvi
prime rib and cheesecake interim President Gordon
Since 1978, the amount of
dinner held in the Granite State Haaland.
money raised annually by the
The Memorial Union
Room of the Memorial Union
Hetzel Hall Dance-A-Thon has
·
catering service prepared and
increased five times.
· Building. .
According to- Men's Athletic served the meal.
The Dance-A-Thon was
"That was the first time we've
Director Andrew Mooradian,
started by Stephen Perna,
280 · players, coaches, alumni. done a prime rib dinner for a
president of Hetzel Hall, and
cheerleaders, parents, and group of-that size," sa,id John
Carrie Roantree to raise money
incoming freshmen were Hogan, - Mu B food a·nd
for the National Kidney
sua!ly ·
treated to the $ IO per plate beverage manager.
Foundation of New Hampdinner, funded by gift money people oi·der stuffed chicken
shire, said Betsy Ross, cofrom The WO Club and by th e breasts because it's cheaper.
chairman for the Dance-ABut I guess they just wai1tcd to ·
athletic department.
Thon.
"lt's not something that is do it up."
The first year, dancer1, rni1,ed
Four · graduating seniors
done every year, ·· said
$4,700.00. Last year they raised
Mooradian. "It was done t_his were recognized wi.th awards at
$22,000.00 and the-goal for this
year because we had an the dinner and a commendayear is ·$25,000.00, said Ross.
. tion to the team from Governor
.. · .
· · This year's two-day
outstanding t~a_m."
i:-he 1983 ~ildcafs 1mii-;hed-- John Sununu was read.
""Flashdance:' blast will be held
_ their _season w1,t ~ a 7-3r~.c~~d · According \o ·the UNH .
·-in toe- G'fanite -S-rate Rnom-of - ·
·_w-e--r@ - -c.ons,d.ere_.<:f-JQr __,;1__fSp0·1:t-s:....: li:iform-ation - -~efv.ice~~:.
the MU B from 6:00 · p'. n{
senior co-captain . Arnold
· D1v1s1_on I _AA playofi bid.
February 3 until 6:00 February
A tew tickets were sold to Garron received the Coaches
5.
· p~rents who _attended the Award for all-around
Dancers raise · money by
d!nncr, according to Moora- excellence and outstanding getting people to sponsor them
.
UNH students af'the··~Hetzel Half Da·nce-A-Thon. (File photo) d1an.
for the time they dance. The
Also in attendance were AWARDS, page 7
money is used b); the National
K id n e y Foundation for also co-chairman.
This year the couple who
research, patient and
community services, and public raises the most _ inoney and
education about kidney dances the entire 48 hours will
disease. A small portion, "'as receive a trip _to Bermuda.
Bob Bryant. a UNH ·1nstrtimentsinMerrimack,and
The Dancers are given a 20- ByAngelaKelly
little as pqssible", of the funds
and formerAIESEC HadcoofSalem,NH,areafew
graduate
grocery
Neighborhood
is also used for dance-a-thon minute break everv I hour and
prizes, food, entertainment, 20 minutes. Food is suppiied at stores and bargain basements member. worked for a division · of the local companies that
decorations, and publicity, every break arid all registered are not the only summer of Apple Computer in Sweden parti~ipate in the program. ·
More. recently, the directors
employmencaltern<:1tives open · and says he gained personally
according to Janet Wildung, HETZEL, page 16
as well as professionally from were successful in recruiting a
to business majors.
Corporationsin60countries his p·articipation in the large company based in
Portland, Maine.
seek ·s tudents who want to gain exchan·g e program.
AIESE_(' recommends·tothe
international awa.r·eness ,., It's one thing to travel
f'-(7., th rough ..\-1-1e J ~ nte-rna {!OA-i.l I thfou_gn ,a country: to f.eally g~t, companies that the~' pay their
Association·· of · Students ; in to know a place, you have to trainees $175 to $300 per week : '
Economics and Business live there," Bryant said. "I.have Chapters in other countries
Concepts approved by the
By Chris Heisenberg
·Management. or Al ES-EC. very good friends in countries make similar rec-ommendaStudents for a better Senate were for the St-udent
that I never lmagined I would tions regarcling compensation ..
pronounced ( Eye-Sec).
America, sponsors of the UNH Comtn -ittce on Popular
.. S.o all you really need · is
·
.. Started b~' students and run know anybody in."
Herald. have withdrawn their Entertainment (SCOPE), The
AIESEC's marketing your plane fare there and
bv students," said , Ross
bid for Student Actiyity Fee New Hampshire, The Womer.
Thalheimer. p_resident of the directors, Pam Shi-pp and back," Thalheimer says. "If '
Counsel ·(SAFT) client status Center. and Cool-Aid. All o,
UNH Chapter of AIESEC, Marilyn Helfrich, arc you'refrugal,_likeBob,youcan
from the Student Senate on the concepts were approved
.. that is what makes Al ESEC responsible for seeking out save enough of your -pay from
unanimo_u sly.
.
Sunday.
internaJionally-minded com- your traineeship to cover the
unique." ·
Herald Editor-in -Chief
The Student Senate .also
cost· of at least the plane fare
.. Al ESEC gives its members panies in this area.
tabled the concept for John Gammon said his
When a company decides to back."
a · ·headstart into the business
Al ESEC-lJ NH, International · newspaper withdrew i~s bid
If a student decides to
world, but what's really · participate in ·AIESEC's ·
Society of Economics and because "The standards they
important, is the international exchange program. informa- participate : .in this program,
approved of four concepts ror (the Senate) had · weren;t
view of the business world that _ tion- on the company and the · their name is published in the
acceptable to us."
SAfT members.
type of student it would like to ··Ex ·ch an g e Marketing
it gives students."
"They have no set policy on
An organization's concept is The organization's intcrna- employ is sent to international Information Manual", which is
an outline or the organization's how . to calculate the -two
tional exchange program headquarters in Brussels, seen by participating purpose and how it serves the percent gross income. I felt it
cofopanics all over the world.
provides an opportunity . for Belgium.
student bod v.- It must be wasn't worth it." Gammon
In 1949. students from seven
Congoleum Corporation in
-companies to benefit from the
brought befc.Hc the Senate said.
p O rts m C)U th, Ko 11 s man AIESEC~page 5
sRills of foreign studcryts.
SENATE, page 7
every yc,1r for a rov,ll.

By Lisa PrevoSf

1

•·.u

_--a-i:a~

Business students work abroad

Senate approves
budget concepts

NH reporter publishes st9ry
By Ken Fish
On a usual day at The Ne~·
Hampshire, · Michelle Evans. a
junior at UN H, can be seen
sitting at a table with two ,
broken typewrite.rs waiting for
a telephone call, chewing gum
and brushing at her dark. blonde hair wi.th a finger.
In December, 1983. Evans.
from West Caldwell. New ·
Jersev, won a $300 second
plac~ prize in Sewnteen
ma12.azine's annual fiction
contest for her story, '"Mother
·
of Pearl".
Rachel Ingber. public
relations assistant for
Se\'enu:en, said Evan's story
was '"selected from 1500 entrie·s
based upon literary worth,
orginality, and suitability for
publication in Se,;emeen." The
story might be published in a
future Sel'emeen issue.
· ··Mot her of l~earl" is set m

-

the mountains of Appalachia.
Kent u c K-j' . E \ ans's . main
character is a sixteen-year old
unwed mother who is rejected
by her mother. but taken in and
befriended by an old woman.
The stoi·y is about the growth
of their relationship.
"It's difficult for me to
describe things· I haven't'
. experienced at all," Evans sa-i.d.
Over spring break during
hi.gh school, she went to
Walker. Kent uck \' on a work
project at the Lend -A - Hand
Clinic. She assisted the staff b\'
working with people who were
poor and had a low level of
education.
"The ' health of the people
there is pretty po01:. Death
among children is an accepted
fact. One kid s{1id ( in a matterof-fuct way), 'oh~ my sister just
drowned in the river last week.'
Thcv don '.t even have a g,)od

concept of contraceptives." she
.said.
Evans, an English major,
habitually dressed in jeans and
boots said she enjoys her
"concentration on writing ."
She began writing while in
kindergarten composing
poems. In second grade. "I was
the only kid who liked writingcompositions,'' Evans said .
During high school. she
became involved with the
James Cald°well High Cauldron
a student newspaper. and the
student yearbook, the Clarion.
In her senior vear, she was also
part of the ed1t@rial staff of the
school literary magazine

E\pression.
Evans said she came to UNH
because of its impressive
English department - most of
the instructors anc:t professors

EVANS, page 6

· UNH Junior Michelle Evans
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' carried through, Maier said.
n~onth _l?_eriod ending Nm cm- Budget committee.
- · . ber 30.
"The statement was made
"We haven't given them time
"The Bookstore is run as a
to prove they cari · run the that Barnes ·and N oblc would
service, not for profit,'' Bookstore," Hancock said. keep the ( current) manag~r, but
although there is one, USNH "With the Whittemo,:e School, there has been · no formal
Trustee Mary Louis Hancock
we look ridiculous . . We're. written statement." he said .
said.
Maier would not say whether
teaching students to become
Hancock, not a member of corporate executives, and we he would accept an offer fro,n)
_ Barnes and Noble to retain his
the Fina.nee and Budget
can't run a bookstore." ·
Committee, cast · the sole
State Senator Leo Lessard position .
"Like anyone, I'll take time
d is sent i ng vote a t the agreed that WSBE "should be
. Decembe.r 19 joint meeting of able to continue to run the to consider the offer." hl'. said .
Maier maintains that the
the, Finance and Budget :-· and · bookstore with a comfortable
bookstore is " ·currently
Property committees, where
profit."
profitable", and points out that
Barnes and NobJe's bid · was
"If the Univcrsitv ran the
accepted. As a member of the
State Senator Leo Lessard although the audit departProperty committee, Hanagreed that WSBE '"should be ment's report _e nded with
cock's vote docs not affect the
able to continue to run the November, the bookstore has
decision of the Fi_nance and
bookstol'e with a comfortable also been "very profitable" in
·
January.
profit."
According to Maier, the
"If the University ran the
bookstore and made a profit, it. Uni vc rs it y de c id c d to
would be c6ming back to the subcontract to Barnes and
University," Lessard said. Noble for three reasons, the
"Above the $150,000 annual · first 61' which was "stabilitv of
is accepting intercollege transfers between Feb 6 and Feb 16
fee, Barnes and Noble's income, in which they (US.NH
. -add-itiorvaLpr•&fi.t will be com·ing~ r rmn·ce~~,.a- ,,W<n:ii-etn \ -wo:n:y_.. _
from "tne ·st(1dcht s.. ~(nd . g<)ing about a fi1tufe loss." ·
Second I y, when th c
back to them ( Barnes and
bookstore was . University- ·
Noble)."
Lessard is a member of the operated, the surplus generated
Alumni_ Hoard of Directors. had to be ~·retained in auxiliary
and he attempted to present a enterprises. In tHc .future, the
pos1t1on agamst the motion on U nivcrsity will be free to usc'the
money anywhere they want to,"
b'e half of the Board.
"It was evident that "' the he1 said .
Finally, the bookstore's
(Alumni) Board did . not
support my motion, so I pret,cnt ir1vcnt.oc1 is valued at
$400,000 .: Barnes and Noble
_withdrew it," he said .
"I support Hancock." John will buy all inventory, and give
Maier, current manager of the UN H cash for iL according to
UN H Bookstore said. "'S.he's Maier. UN H will now be able
. on the , 1:ight course . Time is to invest all of this money, too,
,
· what we needed, and time is he added.
"The public has to decide in
what we didn't get."
Until . the final bookstore the future if the bookstore will
contract is sign~d, no formal be better as a leased operation·,
...___________ ______..._ _......_.....,.....______....,.....,.._..,_._. ._ .....__., . negotiations between Barne~ or the way it is no\.\.," Maier
'"',.,, arid.,:.Nciblc 'a nd Maier ca'n be· said.
committee wrote. "However.
from whaf we have heard of the
subcontracted op_eration at
Plymouth, it appears that this
that noncould happen . course bobks may . become
significantly less available: that
there may be less flexibility and
professionalism in course book .
servicing: and that. in general,
there may / be less· close ties
between the Bo.o kstore and the
university community of which
it is an essential part."
According to "'Bill Maloney,
vice president of college stores
at Barnes a.nd Noble, "'Student
discounts will continue" and
are built into the contract.

"We ( Barnes and Noble) arc
going to increase the.stock bv at
least one third," he added .. .-We
would fir-st have to go in and do
a title survey."
Plymouth .State College
subcontracted their bookstore
to Ca_rn pus Services, I f1C . seven
years ago.
According to manager
Eileen Clark, the bookstore has
profited by the move;
"When the college ran it. it
. was in debt," Clark said.
A Review of the bookstore's
Financial Statements, done bv
the USNH Internal Aud[t
Department. reveals a net ·•
income of $72.267 over a five

THE WHITTEMORE SCHOOL

Information and applic~ti~n~ ~r~Jl.Y1\ilable atthe groµp
.
·· · . -'i rieetings~~sch eduled:·

0

c 3121
mondaus 1-a ,o.m. 1mc_
:1uesdau;s 7-8-o. m. 1mcc 314l
(mcc 3141
-~ we-dnesd.au a:30-4:30 o.m•._
Thursdaus -3:30-4:30 P".m. 1mcc 2011 ,

F·o r further 'informatio n, please stop in the . Advising o~fice
McC 120 or _ca11 ·862-3885.

Help A.G.R.
fight Leuk~ mia

Semester at Sea

THE .
WORLD
IS YOUR
CAMPUS

_Support th~ Torch Run for Leukemia Research
The run is from
Cannon Mt. to Durham,
126 ~miles on Feb. 9th.
To open Winter Carnival.

Come cheer
. us on ·as we enter
lirham -around 6:30 pm
· on the 9th

TWO AROUND-THE
WORLD SAILINGS
EACH .YEAR
Representative will be in the
MUB Monday, Jan. 30 and
Wed., Feb I 10:30- 1:30 . Check
posters for other locations on
campus throughout the week.

.,,,di!=,

Departs in June· from Ft. Lauderdale and departs Seattle in
. September with stops in the Orient, the Middle East and the
Medite_r ranean:.
Sponsored by the University of Pittsburgh, Semester a-t Sea offers
students an ·academic program' of the highest standards with -related inport experiences. This full semester is available to -qualified students from
all accredited colleges and universities.
With faculty drawn from the University of Pittsburgh and other leading
hNnn8 f,() university
the W ild w;me·n-- O-f-X~ s• E
universities and augmented by gTo
·
·
th floor
•
G
.
A et ready to party and ski till it hu rts
courses are offered .
,

.

.·

..

tt,tash here _we come Think we . ca~
d le Ju lie on her home turf?
han_

Optional tours, rncludrng spec1a1 tour:s
China, are available.

Any and all contributions w1ll be appreciated.
Thank you.
The Brothers of
Alpha Gamma ~ho
Please send all donations to: · ·
Garry Ors well, Torch Run Chairman
or
6 Strafford Ave
Durham, N . H. 03824

Bring it by the house

111Lu

lll\., ,. • ..,~

r·- - _ . ,

.

ublic ol
.

.

The S.S. UNIVERSE is a fully air-conditioned, 18,000 ton ship,
· registered in Liberia and built in America. Semester at Sea admits students
without regard to color. race or creed.

For complete details in a color brochure, :-write .
Semester at Sea, UCIS, University of Pittsburgh, For,bes
Quadrangle, 'Pittsburgh, PA 15260 or call .toll-free
• ·
(800)854-0195 or (412)624-6021 in- Pennsylvania.
.
......

Adult Education Programs are also available.

-
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European countries, including
Sweden, France, -Norway and
Belgium, responded to the need
for "a new way of looking at
interaction. betw~en countries
-after World War 11 depleted
Europe .' s work for'ce,''
according to Thalheimer. ·
At their first conference in
- Sweden, the students
concluded business leaders
needed ··an increased
international .· awareness and
understanding" .to really make
a difference in the business
world, he explained.
The UNH chapter of
AIESEC began in 1976.
In Dec 1983, five AIESEC
member~ from U NH and the
past president of the .:Manilla
chapter of the AIESEC
attended a national conference
in New York City. This
conference marked Al ESEC's
25th year in the US. Hundreds
· of students attended from all
over the country, according to

CALENDAR ··· TUESDA--Y, !January 31

are being held Tuesday, Jan 31,
Thalheimer.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: "'Candide" An encore performance in
The Manilla representative, in the Carroll / Belknap Room
preparation for the New England Regional of the American College
Salvador "Doe:{' Chuidian, in the Memorial Union
Theater Xestival. Johnson Theater. Paul Arts, 8 p.m. $2 admission.
does statistical an~lysis for BuiLding from.J pm to 2 pm and . HOCKEY: Women vs . Dartmouth. Snively Arena. 7 p.m.
WOMEN'S STU DIES SEMINAR SERIES: "'Women As Writers / '
U niversify Sy_stems .as part of in M.~Connell Hall, Room 314, .
, Usela Hegi and Sue Whe1Cler. Senate-Merrimack Room, Memorial
from 7 pm to '8 pm. The
the Al ESEC exchange. Union, 12:30--2 p.qi.
·
"The rri"ain reason why I . membership meetings will
WEDNESDAY,
February
1
came here IS because include a general introduction "
SENATOR ALAN CRANSTON POLIT·ICAL'RALLY: After a
experience is the best te~cher, to the organization and _a slide
short speech there will'be a question and answer period on current
Doey says. "I had no idea what show about the exchange
issues . Strafford Room, Memorial Union. I p.m.
.program.
l was going to do."
_
HOCKEY: Men vs. Vermont. Snively Arena. 7:30 p.m.
Doey wil.l also give ·a talk on
To learn more about
BARITONE JAMES MADDALENA CONCERT: "Die
AIESEC. students may attend his experience with Al ESEC.at
Winterreise," \a cycle of 24 songs by Austrian composer Franz
th'
c
7
pm
meeting.
.
membership meetings which
Schubert, words by Wilhelm. Muller. Craig Smith. piano. Bratton
Recital, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.
.
.
BASKETBALL: Thompson School vs . Hesser College. Lundholm
Gy.m, Field House, 8 p.m.
.,
"'

WhU ·AIESEC?

LASER ART PRINT SALE: East-West Lounge, Memorial Union, _
9 a.m. -5 p.m.
BROWN BAG IT ATTHE_GALLERIES: Contemporary sculpture.
1
talk. University Galleries, Paul Arts, 12 noon. ,
'

• Work .A broad 58 Countries

• Practical Experience
• Seminars and Con/erences

~~
- \~~\'l ~\'l
~\.:

~

·-~=-

• 'Cultural Interaction

FRIDAY, February 3

.

.............. ·•-·. •·· ....................... •·• ...... .

~

v,

•••••••••

Prestigious
·New England
Rctail~r
Oct to Dec 31. 1984

BL==~~~==~~=~

.

Membership Meetings

on ·_

Tues. January 31 from 1-2
Carroll Belknap Room, MUB-and from
7-8 p.m. in·McConnell -rm. 31_4, WSBE

····~····~·················~···~··············~··

i..-----~----------~-----IIIIIIIJlll.-,.1
1

-,

or

COLLOQU IM : ""Tl1e Origffl:-i

f':-iyl:lwlugical Di;,cuul';,c ," Ken

· Gergen, Professor of ·P's ychology. Swal'-thmon:; College.· Daggett
Forum .Roorri. Library, 3:30-5 p.m.
. · AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY WOMEN:
"'Empowering Women: Achieving Change Through Advocacy .
· Network,~' Melinda _RegnelL ~mputer Specialist. Faculty Cent~,
, 4-5:30 p.m.
, .
MUSO-FILM: ··Tokyo Story." Strafford -Room, Memorial Union, .6:30 & 9:30 p.m. $ I admission.
BLACK HISTORY MONTH: '.'Talkiug;,, tQ ,. My.~~11/; .:Writt~I}. ,QY ~
Thlias Moss, _English Department, is a one-act play. Hennessy ~
Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.
'
~
•'

.

'

_

THURSDAY, February 2

·····················~·····················~······

__ ,_ ... ·• - A-ll'Majo.rs

On -campus-intcrvicws first wcck
of March. $250 week. Various ·
locations. 94% of.interns arc_
executive managemcnt nn,unt1111.:-:-:<
Dl•adlinc Fe.b. ·15,1984.
Field Experience Office,
House, 862-1-18-t: FE 83165"

✓- ~

_

.

.

_

~

-

_

DEADLINE: Last day to add c·ourses without Deari's approval and
without $IO late add fee: last day to choose pass/ fail grading
. alternative .
•
.
·
,
·
.
. LASER ART PRINT SALE: East-West Lou11ge, Memorial Union,
. 9 a.m.-5 p.m. •
· .
. · .·
. . . .
.
SENATOR GEORGE_ McGO~ERN, PI'eside~tial _c~nd1da~e WIii
address the important issues ol today and outhne his Idca.s lor the .
future. Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 2 p.m.
NEW HAMPSHIRE INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR SERIES: .
"The United States and the F.'uture of Democracy in Spain and
1'ortugal:" Richard ·Bloomfield, Director of the World Peace
Foundation. Philip Rasico ; 1ssistant Professor of Spanish; will le.a d
· the discussion foJlowing the' _presehtation. Alumni Center., 4 p.m.
. HET.ZEl HALL DANCE-A-THON: All proceeds go to the
Nati~nal - Kjdney Foundation. Granite State Room. Memorial ,
Union, 6 p.m . .to Sunday, February 5. 6 p.m.
·. BLACK HISTORY MONTH: "Talking To- Myself," written by
·(fhlias M o~s; English Department, is a one-act play. Hennessy
,-.iJ'hea,ter, Pau+Arts·; -8,... p.m~~·
- --.·~"'
,,.
,.,__ ,,.,= ,.
t

U.S.News & World Report presents

ELECTRICAL.
ENGINEERS

Newsthat
Sticks

MECHANICAL ENGINE~RS, CHEMICAL ENGINEERS, PHYSICISTS

Our recruiter will ,be. visiting your c9mpus on

,.· F~bruary 7, 1984
Contact the job placement .office for'
interview times and appointments:

.. :-in your mind. For planning .ahead: .. forming an
.opinion ... building a strbng foundation for your personal and your professional life.
·
Read U.S.News to,get bottom-line facts on politics
. . . business , . . the economy. Late-breaking report~ on trends that are shaping America's job market
. '.. t~e way we live ... your _future.
Subscribe to U.S.News at half-price. Just fill out
and send in the coupon below.
-

Judge the p'a tentability of scientific and engineeFing discoveries, made
by R & D engineers, inventors and scienti~ts worfd-wide as a

PATENT EXAMINER
in Washington, D.C ,.

---------~---

The Patent and Trademar"k Office has unlque career opportunities
offering • Challenge and responsibility • Career growth • Outstanding .·
career Federal Government service benefit?

send me ' 23 weeks of ·
U.S.Ne~s & World Report for only
$7.97. I'll save 50% off the . regular
subscription rate and 77% off the.
cover price.

I
-I

I=

I
I

Name - - -- -- ~ - -- - - - - -~
School Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __
.. _ __
Address _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ Apt. _

\

Manager, College Relations
Office of Personnel
Patent and Trademark Office
Washington, D.C. 20231

City/State -

~ -- -- -- --

I

Zip _ _ _

Mail coupon to:

Call toll-free 800-368-3064
(703) 557 -3631 (Collect in VA)

---------------------------------------

-I I

D YES,

For more informal-ion about your career as a Patent Examiner
CO!ltact: ,

An Equal Opportunity Employer mlf • _
U.S. Citizenship Required _

I

Money-saving · . .

Student Coupon

-

U.S.News & World Report
U.S.N9WS. 2400
'N ·St., N.W.
& WORLD R0PORT

'

L.

-

~

"'

.

Washington, D.C. -20037

]

I
I

I
JI

----------------------Listen for the News Blimp, on WUNH.brought to you .
bv-u.S.News & World Reoort. .
·
·~

-
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-NOTICES -

- ~ - - - E V ANS------<continued from page 3)

ACADEMIC
OHIO STATE VETERIN-ARY SCHOOL
INFORMATIONAL LECTURE: Sponsored by
UNH Pre-Vet Club. Dean Wearlv, Ohio State
College of Veterinary Medicine, ~ill lecture· and
answer -questions on applying to vet school. All
ansci and pre-vet students ·encouraged to attend. ·
Tuesday, January 31, Room 1925, Alumni Center.
·
·
7:30 p.m.
STUDY ABROAD PROGRAM: Sponsored by
Departm-ent of German and Russian. Mr. Colwell
Whitney. · Chairman of Admissions for the
Institute of European Studies in Chicago will
speak . Friday, February 3, Forum Room. Library.
3 p.m . For more information call 862 -3522.

CAREER

NATIONAL STUTTER PROJECT MEETING:
A self-help group for people who stutter or w~nt to
help someone who does stutter. Thursday,
Februai·y 2, Room 20 l, Horton Social Science.
7:30 p:m. Call Rick Nero. 742-1747 for more
information.
CONTRADANCE WITH SWALLOWTAIL:
Sponsored by UN H-cou·ntry Dancers. Beginners
welcome. There will be instruction. Wear softsoled shoes. Frida:{ February 3. Strafford- Room,
Memorial Union . 8:30 p.m. Admission is $3 .
WUNH-FM NEW PEOPLE'S MEETING : If
you're- interested in any aspect of radio. music.
news. business. engineering. production. then
WUN H . wants you to join them. Tuesday.
February 7. Room 127. Hamilton Smith. 7 p.m.
EveTyone is welcome.

HEALTH

RESUME CRITIQUE: Sponsored by Career
NEW - PHONE LINES A,T HEAL T 1:-1
Planning and Placement. An opportunity for
SER VICES: Appointments; general inrormallon
students to receive feedback on fiAal draft resumes
on first-com_e / first-served basis . Wednesday . 862-1530: Insurance 862- 1987: Health Educa-tion
862-3823 or _862-1095: Women's Cli,1ic 862-1806:
February I, Room 203, Huddlcston, l:30to4p.m.
Laboratory 862-1090: Pharmacy 862-1094. The
INTERVIEWER COMMENTS REVIEW:
line 862- 1749 no longer in service.
Sponsored by Career Planning and Placement.
CONTRACEPTION CHOICES NOT HOPE:
,Students may learn of how the1' are coming across
during their on-campus - interviews on a first- Sponsored by Health Education Center.
Workshop presents factors that affect
come/ first-served basis. Thursday, February 2,
.. <:ontracepti_on chNice-:-: types of contraceptitrn n.ow
I 10 t 9 4 10
201 H ddl t
R
-- available: and communication and responsibility
:. p.m.
. oom :. ' · ·· ~ • <?S -~n , ,:.- '·
in relationships. Wednesday, February I. LQunge,
·
Christensen, 9 p. m.
- CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
HEALTH SERVICES. STUDENT SENATE
AND -RESIDENT! AL LI FE RECEPTION:
Al ESEC MEETING: Tuesday, - January 31.
Carroll i Belknap Room. Memorial Union, I· to 2 r Sponsored by· Health Services_ Opponunity for
the _ Student Senate and. R.A.'s to become
p.m. and Room 314. -McConnell, 7 to 8 p.m. For
acquainted with Health Services staff. Thursday.
more information call 862 - 1972
February 2. Carrol l/ Belknap Room. f\1_emorial
UNH HORTICULTURE CLUB MEETING:
·
Election for 198.4 officers will- be held. T.uesdav, • Union. 4 to 6 p.rn.
FAIRCHILD STA-F-T TRAININQ: Sponsored.
January 31, Room 110, Nesm.i th, 5 p.m. All
students and facultv interested are welcome to , by Health Education Center. Identifying_ and
confronting a person with a drinking pr()b)ern. For
attend .
TU ESDA Y-N IG HT LIVE: Sponsored by Campus - R.A.'s and Hall Directors . Thursday. February 2.·
Fairchild, 7 p.m. ·
Crusade for Christ. A time of fun, fellowship and
learning, Speaker, John Contoueros, C'.C.C. staff
member. Tuesday, January 31, Room 307, Horton
GENERAL
·
Social Science. 7 to' 8 p.m.
JEWISH STU DENT ORGAN -IZATION
LOCKER REN.T ALS IN MEMORIAL UNION:
- MEETING: Information about events duripg this
There are some rockers available in the MU B to
semester. Wednesday, February -1, Memorial
rent by the semester. For mcise information, call
Union, 7:30 p.m. All are welcome.
Student Activities, 862-1524 or stop in Room 322,
GERMAN CLUB MEETING: All members and
,
Memorial Union. 8:30 a.m . to 4 p.m. those interested in becoming involved with the UNH DIRECTORIES DI,STRIBUTION: ,
German Club encouraged to attend. Plans for this
Sponsored by Student Senate. 2, I00 copies will be
semester and Faschingsfest will be discussed.
on a first -come/ first -served basis.
distributed
Thursday, February 2, Room IO, M urkland, 6:30
Tuesday. January · 31, Top Floor. Memorial
.
p.m. .
Union, IO a.m. to 2 p.m.
PROTESTANT STUDENT GATHERING
"WOMEN'S WORTH: EQUALLY WORTHY":
MEETING: Thursday. February 2. Forum Room.
Sponsored by Women's - Stud ies and Nursing
. .·
Library. 7 p.m.
Department. An exploration of- the issue of pay
ANTHROPOLOGY CLUB MOVIE: "Moana" is
equit~1• J9y Ann Grune~ Executive Director of the
a film about Sarnoan culture as it existed on, the
National Committee -on Pay Equity will speak on
island of Savai'i. Filmed. produced and directed by
"Pay Equity: Be~1 ond Equal Pay For Equal Work. ·"
~obert Flaherty. Thursday. February 2, Room 4. This is the first in a series of 3 lectures. Thursday,
Horton Social Science, 7 p.m. for meeting and 7:30 -Fe:bruary 9. Forum· Room, Library, ·4:30 p.m. ·
p.m. for movie.

>

arc practicing writers. This
semester, she is enrolled in
Fiction Writing 626 .
'Tve taught sailing and liksavi·ng~ I love swimming and all
other wat~r sports. but I hate
the cold," she said. "Be-sides
UNH, I don't know why I'm in
New 'Hampshire ."
"Although I really · like
·fiction wrifing," Evans pushing
her small. black purse aside.
said. "I've become really
interested in working in
. journalism here. I don't think
I'll have to make a , choice
between the two.
"JourQ_alism has taught me
to he concise and has given me
:-i h c ttcr grasp of our 'lingo'."
she said.
Evans described working
The New Hampshire, a biweekly publication, as "hard
,
_
work"...
"I just can't . believe the
prcsimre you'd have to f':1ce·•frra,
daily paper," she said.
Evans said she wants to work
more on magazine writing since
it provides more of an
opportunity to expTess a
personal viewpoint. She said
she might want to work for a
·
magazine, eventuall~y.
"I enjoy cx.pre,ssir.ig what I
feel about something," she ~aid,
"especially in a . way that my
readers can empa1,hize with. I
think I have some insight into
human nature."
Evans said most of her
stories ,are about people who
attempt to change. "I leave it to the readers to
decide whether they've failed,"
she added.
•

Evans is working spornJi cally on another story called
"Strays". The story depicts the
life of a girl punker living with a
punk- rock band in a house in
Atl·anta, Georgia . According to
Evans. the girl tries to decide
whether she should stay . with
· the group, -'o r leave and start-her
.
life anew.
Evans describes herself as an
observer of human nature.- but ·
admits that she is a "definite
introvert. .. That's another
advantage of The New
Hampshire; it's taught me to
open my mouth."
Reina Me·nshe, her roommate and news editor of the
Commuter Advocate agrees
1ha1 Eva n s has changed in the
pa s t . ye a r. " S he 's m o r-e
agressive," Menshe said.
"She's an extremist: she h_as
set rules -she never changes - like going to the pool at six
every morning and never e~ting
between meals," Mcnshe
added. "We're complete
opposites, but we get along
well."_
Profess-or John Yount, who
teaches the fiction writing class
Evans is in. said, "We've got
some good ones (writers), but I
think she's one of the best."
. Evans plans to , do more
publishing. She sent in a three
page synopsis of a novel to

Pocket Books Publi~·hers.
"'I guess they liked it: they
want . to sec the manuscript
now," she said.
Evans smiled, t-hen added.
'Tll see what I can write that's
of publishable quality . It's hard
to fi~d time to .~site something
thats not due . . _

1stributed semi- ·
1s pu 1s e an
The New Hampshire (USPS 379weekly thro4ghout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 151
of the Memorial -Union Building, UNH. Durha-m. N .H. 03824. Business
Office hours: Monday - Friday 10 AM-2 PM., Academic year subscription:
$20.00. Third class postage paid at Durham, NH 03824 . Advertisers should
cneck their ads the first day. The New Hampshire will in no case be
responsible for typographical or o'ther errors, but will reprint that part of an
advertisement in which a typographical error appears, if notified
immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New
Hampshire, 151 MU B, UNH, Durham, NH, 03824 : l·l ,o_oo copies per issue
printed ~y Journal Tribune, Biddeford Maine.

WHAT TO DO WITH A HISTORY MAJOR?
· Chat with~ established lawyers and. recent graduates.
Bring a lun~,h and questions' to the Hillsborough Rm~ of
the · MUB at i2:30 - 2:00 on Thursday. February 2 .
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•
Thursday, February 2nd
Strafford Room
In the MUB
Shows at 7 :00 & 9 :30
Admis$ion: $1 .00
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TOKYO STORY.
1953. In Japanese vyith English subtitles
.
Tt;)e: enorr1:1ous ·P~i)ular·· resp~nse tq -a··twenty-yea·r old Japanese film
called Tokyo StQr.y when it was firstrele-ased here in 1972 marks one of
the ,mos~ noteworthy _filmgoirg pherio-n iena o(recent years . Yasujiro •: ,
Ozo s quietly ove_rpowe_ring masterRiece tells a deceptively simple tale of ~,
:·_ an elderly cpuple who jou.rr)ey tp Tokyo, whenfthe-y are received less
. than enthusiasticarly by their groryn- up children; -then generational
c~nflicts _ar_e ~ti_l_ le.d .-:- / nqmentar:ily-:;_,:fjy death__ Qzu unfolds the ·s tory
· ·
·
· ·
:
·
with warmth an9 qu.iet emotion. ·
=
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--------SENATE---------<continued from p_ag! 3)
phone-a-thon on February 16. M('r ndiiy through thursday.
The phone-a -thon will raise The phone number is 862-1626 . ·
m(rney for general use within Paul Higgins, who - is
the Uni versity . It will take coordinating the event said the
place in the 1940 room in the senators will be there to
"encomage the giving of money '
Elliot Alumni Center. '
The dates for the phone-a- to the Uh _iversity gift acc.ourit."
.
tho n a re · · Feb rua .r_}:.'-1:..:3.:..-..:.3...;;;0:r;-t::;>-,----

,Al ESEC re-quested that its
application be tabled until the
organization became better
known around campus .
· In other news, Sti1dcnt Body
Pre~idcnt Jamie .. Rock said
fifteen senators wi'll be
appear\ng at a UNH Alumni

_--AW ARDS( continued from page 3)
contributions t-0 the UN H :
football team.·
Garron was recently drafted
bv · the Denver _Gold of the
,0
U°SFL.
Flanker - William Peach •·
recei.ved the 12th Player
Award, given annually by Jock
Mackenzie of WTSN radio in
Dover and Bob Demers of
. Midway Buick in Dover, for ;
contributi.ons to ·the team on i
:
• and off the field.
The . Unsung Hero Awa1:d
was given to, wid~-receive~,
"'"'.
· l?eter O'Donnell.
Linebacker John Beecy, a ·
dean's list student in
cnginccring'I rGceived the UNH ._,__,_,
Student Athlete Award.
In his commendation, · _.,...,,,. ....
Sununu cited the team for
"sportsmanship and contribu- ·
tions made iri the field of;
·
athletics."
Sununu also ·praised tpe '
team for ··producing a feeling: ·
of camaraderie" among players
and the student commumty. He ,
pointed out that many :
"outstan,d i ng personnel" wil I
return next year, "".increasing ·
hopes for an even better 1984 . • . .•
1, ·
. .
season."

RESUMES

January 31-February 7

i<:lcctronicall)' Typed

MUB Laser Art Print Sale

SL· kcti<;n <>f PopL•·r & Ln, ·L•lnr,~ ,;

25 C6pi~s * 25 FtJ\clopcs
25 [.\tra Sl1t:l'ls of Papd

Studen! Activities will sponsor a two-day Laser
Art,ale featuring fine photographs with s\Jbjects
ranging fr~Hn land~cap·es to wildlife.

(one page) ·
(two page)

$15.00
:: -·,,.; $21 }5 .

East-West Lounge, Thursday & Friday
Feb. 2-3, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Durha.m Copy
Jenkins Court
Durham. I\ H. OJX24 -

Cat's Closet At The MUB

X6X -70J I

WELCOME BACK SALE!!

HOll RS- M-1 X:J0-5:JO
SAi X:30-12:JO

Check out the clothing, plastic crates, greeting
cards 1 and UNH mugs on sale in the MerrimacJ<
Room on Friday ~ Saturday, Feb. 3-4,
11 a.m ..to 6 p.m.
.
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Here's a test you can actually relax for. First,
pour yourself a relaxing cup of General Foods~
International Coffees. Then match the six rich
coffee flavors above with the five countries of
Eu_rope that inspired them. And if
your answers are right, you could be
$5,000 richer. Plus,one winner from
~'
- - your school will receive..a $10 gift
certificate to the college bookstore.

To enter; print the nuqtber ofthe country next to ·

the can of Oeneral.Foods41 International Coffees
whose flavor was inspired by that country.
llallllM...,_MI .. CU'J.C.T........... ..........
Depa,taelll101,ft,O. . . . . . . . . . . . . . CT_,..a

.

.

•I

-co1,ege.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,__ __

Coffees flavor.s in a list on I separate 3" x plain piece of Pl1181' and next to each indicate_the Eun,pean counm 1h11 inspi~ _bJ h1nd-printiri1 the number of that
country's map. Mail this entire completed ad or other entry ID: GFIC Tn of Europe Swelpstabs, Dlpartment 101. P.O. lox - · Wlllport. CT 111117-111&. Eich

.•

Ice Ctea m Cones

50¢·
70¢
3 scoops 85¢ .
$1.05
Sudaes
90¢
Floats
1 scoop

Don't forget "bring-your-own-_mug" coffee
-o nly 25¢
Open Mond~y-Priday 11 a.m. to 11 p.m.;
Saturday and Sunday 12 noon to 1, 1 p.m .

Ho.w can you look like a million
for only pennies a .day? Have your
hair professionally styled at; ..

·

I
i•

~~~~a~e :~~11~:is~;sa~ain:1~1lstt:~:~~:;:~:'!1~:n1Jhew\1~:~~J =~!t~~~:/d=sa~ :il~~':t:~=~~n!~

· ·• ·
• • -·- ·

entry or have furmshed a proper forwarding address to sweepstakes headquarters (PMC. 65 Jesup Road. Westport. CT 06880) 5. Sweepstakes 1s open to registered
college students 18 years of age or older at part1apatmg colleges in the US., except employees and'their farrulies of General Foods CorporatlOI\ their affiliates, subS1d1anes, •
adVertising and product10n agenaes. and Promotional Marketing Corporation. Void wherever prohibited or restncted by law. All Federal. State and local laws and
regulat10ns appl~ Taxes are the sole responsibility of the winners. Winners may be required to sign an Affidavtt of Biijbihty and Publicity Release. ab obtain the name of
~ Mardi 17, 1184.. . .
the ~rand Prize wmner. send a stamped, self-a_ddressed envelope to GAC Winner List. P a Box 2925, Saug.atuck StaliOn. ~ · CT

.

Pistachio's lee Cream Shoppe

\• •

1

\

,c

•

1

~~st~~~tn~t=~·
ftn~rt~; l~~,.a~~
~:X,;i~~in~~~;t~e;,~~
Entries must be received by March 17, 1984. Not ·responsible for illegible, damaged, lost. late or misdirected entries; mechanically reproduced entries not accepted. 4. One
Grand Prize of $5,000 and 1TT Second Prizes consisting of a $10 gift certificate to each of the 1TT participating college bookstores will be awarded. Winners win be
determined by random drawing on or about March 23, 1984 from among all correct entries received by Promotional Marketing Corporation, an independent judging

··

ol.der. UNH ID and proof of age Jequired.

•·

0

,.·.:I•

The Puli . is open to all UNH students, faculty,
· staff, alumni; and their guests, l8 years of age'br

. ,

·General Fooc1s• 1ntematlonal Coffees Sweepstakes qtllcial Rules

:S;::u~:~:~n:::s ~~n:=~~~~'r-~~=: ~~T\:=:.•=.na=r~C:i
ih~~ ~~~;~~~N:=h~nl.;,;1-rn:!e!n=~
s·
tke~J !~~ ~tr
gr~~:t,uri~~~ri~:~~~s~t;J~~~;~~n;i'afn°:: ':p~~
0

•
•.••
••
•:
•I

•tz-- - - - - - - - - - - - -

1

Now Sound
Th uJsday, Feb. 2
Friday,· Feb. 3
Thrust
Saturday~ Feb. 4
Mimi Jones soft rock
Now Sound
Sunday, Feb. 5

•

.l.j.:

Address---~-----------c1tyJS1a
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MUB Pub .
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· ( continued fron;t page 2)
N~~ I am to pose with a ·long . a c,:old,' worn hand on my exercise will be, a half hour coming · from down the hall.
B); 'I0:30, th~ last of five _
guys, " I think.
·' shoulder and makes com-

i-·

three-minute poses. rs - over-. stick, like an olympiad holdingparisions between the bones of
=
Hatch tells me to fate . a IO- a javelin.
the skeleton · and those of my
After a similar pose. Hatch
minute' break. I walk through
body. The _n he discusses
the closely p_acked row of desks takes a life size plastic human
· skeleton from the .back of the · diffe-i -enf muscle systems.
-to where my robe is.
I am embarassed when he
' After putting it on, I face the room and places it on the side
has difficulty locating some
lruman sketched on Meg's pad. of the table. As he tells the class
the undeveloped muscles on my
The basis . for the figure, is me, to 'move close, .I feel the fear
upper arms, ashamed that I am
_
but the drawing is a beautiful, returning.
not in top physical condition.
Hatch tells me to stand
·faceless, human for111.
For the next 3{) minutes he
the
places
and
class
·the
f'1-cing
return
to
me
to
signals
Hatch
·
skeleton by my side. He places pokes and prods my muscles so
·
for 10-minute poses.
will be more
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . that the students
. aware of wha-t thev are ·
·
drawing.
"How can you draw
something you know nothing
about?" he says.
At 11 :55, the anatomical
48 Main St. study 6f my body is complete:
s me the J,:ist·
· ·
N .H . ·

oL

YQuilg's Rest~uran t

drawing in ·a seated position . I ~ ·Corrie on you
am counting the minutes and :·close the damned door!"
- Hatch notices and interrupts ·
..
seconds.
I am co'm fortable again as his conversation with the
the students : ~o.~e further _ young womar to shut the door.
I fix mv eves on the
away. My back side 1s no longer
vulnen!·ble to attack - from this sketchboard ..shelves on the wall
angle. l _am in a position similar . in front of me until the
to the famous ··Thinker" _assignment is over.
sculpture, although my head is
Relief washes over me .
not resting on my arm. ,
It has been a pfeasure
Ten minutes ·pass and a having you for the ··crass."
former student of Hatch walks Ha'tch says. He looks at the ·
into the room, unawa.re she has smile on n1y face and says. '"you
left the door open. I think ofall probably don't feel the same:
the passers-by getti rig cheap do vou·>
.
thrills .
"JActuallv, it wasn't that
The open door makes me feel bad," I sa,;_
It .is ea~sy to sav this now.
nak.e d and exposed again.
I hear footsteRS~and, voices - when the o·rdeal_ is· over.
. I . .snatch my knapsack and

Durham~

868-2688

Care Pharmacy

· Offering the f olfowing spec~als
from 2/ l /84 th~u 2; 7 ; g4

51~53 Main St. Durham, N.H. ·-~-Tel. 868-2280 Mon.-Sat. 9-6

BREAKFAS T SPECIAL

Winter Special _
· · Berella Yarn by Bernat
Our regular ·low price
_$2.60 per _skein
for 1 week only
2 skeins for' the price of 1 ~ -

Vegetarian Omelet with tomato, cheese and freshly saut_eed
· mushrooms, onions -and peppers . Served with toast and
coffee ..... $2.89

LUNCHEON SPECIAL 1/? Ham and CneeS'e Sandwich with 'small tos sed salad and
cup of soup ... .$2 25

DINNER SPECIAL .

Also-check our ~O~ prices
on our.growing Lqpi__sele~tiop

Fish & Chips with coleslaw and roll. ... $2.40
\

-

.

.

. .

'

)

walk to the bathroom. Once
there, I pa use for a m·omerft as I look at my face 'in the mirror. I
guess this face was colorless ·
""
thre~. hours ago.
I look at my reflection in the
mirror. · "the · image of
'
_
mankind".
"This has been one hell of an
experience," I think.
In three hours I have
unlearned most of the negative
feelings about the human body
I acquired in my 20 years oflife.
I was nude, _ but not naked,
sensuous, but not sexual.
I have learned something
that all of those people who
can't make the distinction
_between pornography · and a
beautiful expression of t_he
human body must learn.
· Maybe they should- take a
couple of hours to be an image
of the human race.
· Then they too might learh~

.

· :•••• ~•••••••••••••••••••• •••••• Clip .and Save·•••·•••••••••• ••••••••"'•••••,•••••.
•

.

·-

THI~ WEEKEND IN THEMUB PUB
Friday, ·February 3rd

THE AREA III PROGRAMMI NG BOARD
PRESENTS
OUR_SPRING FILM SERI~S
STAR WARS

Friday 2; 3 7:30, 9:30 shows
-Saturday 2/ 4 .7:30, 9:30 shows
Friday · 2; 10 7:30
Saturday . 2/ 11 7:J0

MY BLOODY
VALENTINE

Friday · 2; 17 7.:30
_Saturday 2/ 18 -7:30 .
· Friday , 2; 24 7:30
Saturday 2; 25 7:30

THE GOODBYE GIRL

...

'

THE MUPPET
MOVIE
ARTHUR
'

QJ

'

DIRTY HARRY

' >

co

.

Friday - 3; 2 7:30. 9:30 shows
Saturday Ji 3 7:30. 9:30 shows • ,
n
Friday ·3; 9 7:30
"O
Saturda} 3; I() 7:30
::i

(/)

Ql

, "O
C

Q.

co

***SPRING BREAK***

.9-

9

.

.

.

...
...

HAROLD A.ND
MAUDE

Friday 3 / 30 7:30
Saturday 3 / 31 7:30

48 HOURS
'
'FIRDAY TH~
13TH - PART 11

Friday 4i 6 7:30. 9:30 shows
Saturday 4; 7 7:30. 9:30 shows •
:
(3 7:30
Friday
Saturday 4 / 14 7:30

PINK PANTHER
STRIKES AGAIN

Friday 4 ; -20 7:30
Sat_urday 4121 7:30

FLASH DANCE

4: 27 7:3()" 9:3() sh()\\--s · •
Saturda\· 4, 28 7:30. 9:30 shows

THE PAPER
CHASE

1--rida} 5 4 7:30
Saturday - 5,, 5 T30

4/

-

Saturday, February 4th

....
.

-

..

t-(1da)

.

L101
All shows in PARSONS
-

..

Admission only $1.00

............................ ....
:

Ql
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.
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·
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~

Cl ip and Save - . - - .- -. - - - . '

.

.

·
... ... . ..: ·
...·,.....................
~

~

2 Great bands providing great
· weekend entertainment!
-Sponsored by MUSO-
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-ATTENTION ALL MEN II LIFE SCIENCES ·
SON SCHOOL,
AND AGRICULTURE, THOMP_
AND RELATED MAJORS
ALPHA GAMMA RHO can offer you
membership in a NATIONAL, SOC.IAL.:
PRQFESSIO_N AL FRATERNITY which ...
-has over 50 CHAPTERS across the United States
-offers scholarships for -AEADEMIC EXCELLENCE
-off~rs EXCHANGE PROGRAM$ ·for work or study
·across the United States
-offers avenues_for CAREER PLACEMENT _- bring.:J together men vvith o COMMON BOND,

- sci ence and agricultu're.
-offers a strong SOCIAL atmosphere to supplement
your cQllege education

✓

....._

•

If any or aJI of these opportunities interest you, you owe it
· to yourseJf to explore them further . .

RUSH ALPHA BAMMA RHO
&__STRAFFORQ__AVE Tuesdav 1/31 :
Thursdau 212 1:00~1.o:oo PM
REFRESHMENTS SERVED
--- ---

- --

Peace ,
by Georg e!
Twelve years ago George McGovern · mobilized student support 1n a
.Presidential campa,ign whose theme was peace. He didn't win t}:le election, but
he :won the vindication .of histo,ry. Be was right about Nixon. And he was right
about Vietnam.
Today world peace is endangered by a President far more mil_ita_ristic than _ Nixon .. A President who seems. to _feel that the answer to any complex foreign
-:. problem is .the commitment of U.S. troops . George MCGovern is running
again, ofrering the cleares-t .contrast to Reaganism. He vows to halt the drift
toward war. Come hear what -he has to s·a y.

Hear ·George .McGov ern. · ~
'

-

!

12:30 p.m. Friday, Feb. -3 Strafford Room, MUB, UNH, Durhani
Paid for by _th€ lvfcGovern for -President campaign
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The next decision ·
Differential tuition~ the bookstore, the
akohol policy and the Presiden.t ial search ,
nomi_nations have something i_n tetesting . in
.
common.
All of these ev~nts were initiated or actedupon while UN H studen.ts were away on break.
Two summ,ers ago l{esidehtial Life .started
to emphasize the ·enforcement of the alcohol
policy. As students returned from summer
vacation, many were shocked . to find that a
portion of the University's social life had been
reevaluated. The alcohol policy issue was not
even discussed with students. Residen-tial Life
no talk,
just de~ide.d to implement the pol1cy
_.::c_

_a pproved Barnes and Noble Inc.'s bid:
C(rncerning management of the UNH
Bookstore. Once again a major issue was
decided while the students were absent. /
·· 1t docs seem odd that decisions .about the
alcohol policy, differential tuition and the
boo~store, which were b@ing questioned by
students were settled while students were away:
~ Perhaps the administration, which proudl:i
ciaims that students' input is valued, should
sta_rt; a~ting · as if they really did · value ·our
opinions.

,no· discussion. Last ., summer, the UN H Administration
decided to charge engineering students · a
tuition surcharge in order to purchase badly
'
ne~ded lab equipment.
search
Presidential
the
summer
last
Also,
campus.
our
visit
to
invited
.
were
nominee~,
Even though the University rem~ins .open
during the SUil}mer, one would tend .to think
that the search committe~ would have invited
the presidential candidates to our tarrwus
when the majority of students were here.
Most recently, during winter break,_ the
USN H Finance · and Budget Committee

Brian -J. Couturier

·Letters
. \

.

beginning. Ul~J°H has led our two
states pcrccntagcwi~e - · no 'matter
the era -- you have been tops!
Through the gcncros-ity of UN H ·
and people like you elsewhere. we
have been able t-o consistentlv meet .
the blood necqs of patients in our
To tJ1c Editor:
hospitals. We. also cooperate with
To the Editor:
We of yc.)Ur Dtirham Red Cross other blood regions exporting
In last Friday's edition your .
article on the bookstore implied arc ' looking . forward to our blood supplies in support of your
that the Board of lrustecs would Valentine blood drive i.rn Februarv · families and neighbors regardless
be -voting on lhc award of the UN H . 13-16 at your MUB from ·10 to 3 of your or their home location.
bookstore man~tgcmcnt. That is each day when we can ' sec you all.
In 1950. we, processed . 12.500".
incorrect. The final approval for again and give you the tender units to meet the needs: since bfooo
awarding the contract to Barnes loving care y(rn need!
needs have been steadily increasing
lri preparing for this delightful i 'because ·oi' modern tcc-hni4ucs . .
and Noble occurcd · in December
Finance and Budget q·adition fcH .lovers everywhere. I Ending June 1983. we had
i wh~n _the
Co-mm it t cc a pp ro v c d the felt a short review of the _purpose of ,processed "91.924 units. Ln 1950.
recommendation, The bookstore the program you support so whole blood was used cxcltfsivcly.
In 1983 from t-hc total collections.
item appears on the Tri.1stcc's , beautifully would give yqu great
agenda thi~ Thursday as an pride!
205.308 blood products were. ~-1,'i.C_Q_.
Your Vermont -New Hampshire s() you can sec why you arc s6 \Try
informational i-tem only. No action
Red Cross Blood Services began in
will be taken by the Board.
important to us each ~111d cvcr.y
Vermont and N(}rthcrn New tirhc.
Hampshire in 1950 ~ind -Southern
You can sec. we have •,· had an
New Hampshire entered in the fall
enviable history' but in October. ,( (i.ordon A. Haaland
·
of 1951 .
' 1983. for the very first. time we were
UNH Interim President
In the following year. a tradition
forced t<) dcc'larc an cmcrg-cnc·y in
of giving was born at UNH and
our inventory ' and sent out . an
Durham and from the very appeal for help, Thitt crisis pas_s cd

Bookstore

Blood IJriue.

because of the public response!
~fowcvcr. since the week before
Christmas. donations have again
declined an<.l while rm emergency·
exists now. if the situation
continues. WC might sec it arise
again!
You and your predecessors have
helped to make our efforts become
a reality.You have helped to make

us _gro\\ ! . PleasL' hcip now to
. conquer our .current problems,
M;ike our Valentine driw the best
yet and ha\e our theme. "Blood
°t)'onors Make the Best Lovers"
· come alive in the tr'ue spirit of love
for others!
Jarry Stearn~
. Your Durham Red Cross Blood
Chr.
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lJn.iversity Forttin
Staying A}ivC: The ,Changing Rules
By jt;f ichael Felber
, ..
I visited a friend of mine in th~ '
hosp~tal a 1:ew -~onths ago. She was
~errnmal!y Ill with _cancer. She was
.undergoing an especially strong round
of chemotherapy, which was being
used againsf all odds to buy her a few
months of life. If it had worked, the
cancer would ha ve still spread to her
bones , and killed her very painfully.
Nothing"· short _ of _a miracle, or a
sudden breakthrough in cancer
research would have saved her.
I sat up the whole night with my
friend and her father. She was in pain,
and was : a,lmost always . uncomfortable. She had been like that for the last
two weeks. We h~ld he ~.-up for thirty
minutes at a time while she feebly tried
to vomit. At about seven that morning
she grew q_ui~t, her-skin got cold, and
her breathing slowed down. Then it
stoppeq, along with ' her heart. In
hospital jargon, she had '"coded".
Immediately all hell broke lo,ose. They
wheeled in a code cart; and while we
cried in the hallw;y, lhey brought her
back.
.
The .next tjme I saw her she was on a

respirator. Seeing ·someone on a
- i:esp.irator for the first time is shocking.,
She had hag<!. peaceful death; and now
a ·machine ~as foici~g air into her
body. Looking back now I know they
had to resucitate her but at the time I
was .angry.
'
The doctors did an inventory of the
·damage; Her kidne:)~S weren't

years, severely handicapped and
retarded.Not doing the surgery would
mean she would die in few months.
Making that decision is
no win
prop-osifion. --If -you - decide-- not ·10
intervene, and there is a medical
breakthrough, then you have denied
your child a "normal" happy life. If
you do intervene, chances are you will

functioning, and s he had vomited into

give yo t :- child a fe.,v months or twe nty

a

decision.
.
And now, to add to the parents' pain
in making those choices, the
government in all of its infinite
wisdom recently tried to second guess
the - doctor's and the parents'
judgement. ~upposedly: this is don~

a

her lungs. Maybe there was brain
years bf pain and suffering . .
damage.· They could start her on
Until fairly recently, people like my
dialysis, and treat the damage ih her
friend or Baby Jane ·Doe would have
lungs, but she would still have the · simply died, and spared us those
cancer. Their other option was ·t o keep
decisions. We might have comforted
· her nourished and comfortable, but · outselves by saying i-t was God's will.
not treat her or try to resusci_t_~.t~ _b~_r_. · Say what you wish about God, but
Since' she was -unconscious, her _ medical technology has extended the
parents had to make that decision for
possibilities for keeping people alive to
her.
.,
the .point where we have to make those
I'm thinking about the Baby Jane
awful decisions . There are choices that
Doe case as I write this, because I have
didn't use to exist, that we now must ..
seen what a painful decision it is to let . face. We aren't fully able to decide
your child die. It's quitting, giving up
exactly when quality of life is too poor
hope for recovery, and parents aren't
to merit continuing it, when there is no
supposed to .do that. It's letting go
reasonable hope, or most important
early of §omeone you love.
when the treatme·n t is WQrse than the
Baby Jane Doe was born severely
affliction. Nonetheless, we have to
deformed. Surgerv would have
make those imperfect decisons. Not
possibly enabled ~~~ _t_o _l_ive for twent~·
rnaking them is in _itself making a

out ot a concern for the sanctity of
huma n life. What they overlook is the
fact that medical technology _alone
doesn't re_spect the sanctity-of life. It
only _prolongs it. In many cases . it.
. denies people a de~ent death. The only
way it can respect the sanctity of life is
for it to be applied thoughtfully and
comp .a ssi_onately: And that
application, or lack of it, can never he
expected to be perfect.
My _friend's parents de_c ided that
they couldh't let their daughter suffer
by prolonging her treatme_nt. A few
days later, her heartbeat slowed down;
and she finally stopped accepting .the
breaths the respirator gave her. She
died with family and friends sitting up
on her bed. I'm glad her parents had
the option to make that decisiop. I
hope ,p arents in the future wiU-:
continue to have it.

I

Windows
and
Doors
1i
l!~/~·tj.>
,.
·
_ ; ~- ;__
'. ::r/r"l;'\.1 ~,\_ "-;-~1"t.

_yf,::tf__

By Robert "_Arsenault /

/

comfy little dorm room with the hot
air popper and the ·six pack every
weekend. I think our parents are just
seeing the opportupities they missed as
young people when they-tell us to join
organizations and club;-:- -~hat's more
or less the reason behind why I wrote

, Until I was 14, J- couldn't sta~d to be · · does.it? Besides, )'ou"d feel like a fool
that each of you are facing now. When
afone under arty circumstance,s~ Being
bringing the subject up and your friend
you put your mind to it, though, it
with anyone, older, younger, or ~my · .would probably go home thinking that
really would have been alright to ask.
own age, it just, didn't matter all that
you -lived in a dream world where your friend about high school because
- much as long as they were people.
everything comes up roses, fat chance · he would have dodged the answers for
There never . seemed to be any
of that, right? Why not talk about the - .,the same reasons you skipped -the
q.u estion .. Thus ends a meaningful and
inhihitions between 9oung people; 'no . respective high s.c hools that you and

.fear of saying the wrong thing amj no
chance of irreconcilable alienation.
Maybe the reaso'hs for these two things .
was that · young people don't know
what a social blunder is, or the
sch_oolyard simply wasn't big enough
to keep two people away from each
other for very long.
· Did you ever meet al) old grade or
j-unior high school friend after a three ·
or four-year-period · lapse?· Was it
s~aky, kind of_ unhappy reunion?
Those . kind of surprise encounters
were, a.nd still are, -always like that for
me . The firs( thing that happens is a
startled look of ·recognition between ·
the two people, then a handshake, hug, etc., and then you tell each other how"
great school is going. That's usually
· the end of t,he happy . reunion. You
each know the oth~r person's name
and grade-point average. What more
is there to life? Surely you're not going
to talk about the fun you had together
as kids? Childhood is just a phase
everyone goes through . It doesn't have
any significant bearing on adult life, -

your friend attended? There's no way

feeling to
or foo1ish
you once
·

Windows a~d doors are made for
opening. Nei,,~r allow yourself to be
a
sc.a red or tu,:ned -o ff or -alienµt·e d, by
-what's outside until you'~,e,_-at least
see·n them. ,
the same or similar · things in high
school. You'd be boring not only your
friend but yourself, too, if you make
him or her recite all those . pu~rile,
inane things that happe·ned in their
wild teenage years. You're 20 or 21
now, those old times ' are worth
forgetting because they_ are so
irrelevant and have so little -impact on
the major social and academic ch~pges

this·. Even though I have and will miss

informative meeting .between two old

I'm going to say a thing about high · friends. It's always a good
. school, you . say to :yourself. The know you felt too exposed
subject is just a bit too dry for me, to reminisce about the fun
thank you. Anyway, everybody does ·had.

And yoti'n~ in _college now~-All the
pressure- is on you now to get the
grades and graduate and find a jo,b.
Five days a week you do nothing but
study. (So you say'at least.) When the
weekend finally arrives, you either
drink or sleep the tensiQn away. That's
all well and good, I know, but there is.
' so . .much- more to see and do (a sad
cliche). Don.'t le( yourself sit in your

great chances to make my own
- impressiem_s felt, I have taken this one.
Don't be insecure with what you've
done and the memories you've made.
Know that -they are soipething to fall ..
back on when things · really get tough
and you need rnmething t9 k:eep yo · going. I'm not sure, .but as-time passes,
I'll be wanting to rememb€r the good ,.
times . here when- I can ,t just walk
across a l)all and rap with a friend who
lives _in Idaho now. Windows and
quors are made for opening. Never .
- allow yourself to be scared or turned •
·off or alienated by what's-outside lint-ii
~
you've at least seen them. Memories
last
lifetime, -bu.t youth only sticks
--- arourid · for the opening .credits, use
· yours and maybe the movie Won't be
: all that bad. .
.
.
·

UNCLE SAM WANTS YOU!!
To write for FOR[TM .

Submit ideas ·

Contact.Brian Coutu-r ier· or Jeff Wescott
c/o Th:eNeu,Hr'in1,vshireMU.B 151

today!

a

. Robert Arsenault is a sophomore at ·
the University of New Hampshire and .:
has contributed articles in the past to'
..
._
· The Forum page,
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man·s Becluty 8alon
. Nor_
(next dOor to Tin Palace)
Wdcomes you back!
I· Today~s

styles at yesterday's price

~ Hair Cu~ only

I
. The
Mem·orial Union
Board of Governors

$6.00

£hamp0o. Cul. Blowdty on1J$9.00

n s -·
li_c atio_
is now accepting ap·p_
for the following positions:

.· £tyled. Bodywave only $30.00 ·
(includes Shampoo, Cut, Blowdry)

2. Resident Rep_~esentatives
1 Commuter R-ep~esentative

8alon Hours _Mon, Tues. f ri. 8at

'

'

Applications are avai.lpble in Room 322
of the MUB

9:00-5:00

,,

Deadline: 4:~0 pm on.Tuesday, Feb.7

HEY!!
HAVE WEGO TA
DEAL FOR YOU
.

.

..~\Cf,_

S

. (AND YOUR FRIEND) -~ ~

"o\_
0~

. ~~~i\-\r,,

f fO~

~
--,
.-~~------APPE HAPPY HOUR

-THAT'S RIGHT - YOU CAN GET n,yo
OF OUR BIG SCRUMPTUOUS OLD
FASHIONED FRAPPES (MADE WITH
TWO SCOOPS OF ICE CREAM) FOR
THE PRICE OF ONE WHEN YOU
PRESENT THIS COUPON AT THE UNH
DAIRY BAR. SO BE A BIG SPORT AND
TREAT YOUR FRIEND TQ AN
AFTERNOON DELIGHT, OR BETTER
STILL, LET YOUR FRIEND TREAT
YOU. THIS "GET TO KNOW US
BETTER IN THE AFTERNOON" OFFER
IS GOOD EVERYDAY AFTER TWO
O'CLOCK FROM
MON. JAN. 30 TO SUN. FEB. 5, 1984

· . UNHDAIRY BAR

'1

FRAPPES

SPECIAL . .

THIS COUPON ENTITLES THE BEARER
TO PURCHASE TWO OLD FASHIONED
'FRAPPES FOF!_ THE PRICE OF ONE.·_

I
2FOR1
t
I GOOD ONLY AFTER 2 PM, MON. - SAT.
I AND ALL AFTERNOON ON SUNDAY, FROM
I MON. JAN. 3Q TO SUN. FEB. 5, 1984

•,-

I.
1
I
I
I

1---------- -------·
· CUT-OUT COUPON NOW

ASK ABOUT OUR FRESH BAKED GOODS
Prqducts baked by Culinary
Students in the Thompson '
School oven~. Items will
be sold as available from
-Baking Class projects.

-

~..;j

UNH DAIRY _BAR
in the Railroad Station across
Main Street from the Field House

·February 10-12
-Februa1y 17-19
March 30 - April I
April 6-8
April 13-15
April 13-15
.April ~20-22
April 27-29
Ap'ril 27-29

·cross-Country SkHng
Winter Mountaineering Backpac_king
Urban Experience
Women's Rockclimbing Trip
Backpacki~g
:e-i kiqg
Canoe Trip
Rockclimbing

THE FIRESIDE EXPERIENCE
-

"

.

.

.

Informational Meeting
January 3 I 7:00 pm
Horton S.S.C. Room 4 (downstairs)

Feb. 2nd 1-2

in Belknap Roorn MU 13 .

DAIRY BAR HOURS:

An educational project of _the Food Service Management program
· . of the Thompson School of Applied Science

.

If you areinterested in~ vigorous learning experien~e th~t will . .
teach you more about yourself and others, plan on attending
·
an informational meeting about the above trips. ~

· Trip Sign Ups Mon. - Sat. 9:30-5:00PM
Sunday afternoon 1-5 PM

~

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
· Open to all interested students, faculty and staff ~embers.
/
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Arts-,& Features
Banchetto musicllle
precise at UNH .
By Eric M. Heath
As musicians they are mostly
brilliant. As a chamber
orchestra they play with
marked precision, ensemble
sense and an engaging feeling
of fun. But as the instrument of
harpsichordist and founder
Martin Pearlman: and possibly

diminish the ~credibility of the ·
_
piece
,Pearlman, in hi s · progra,m
notes on the Bach Concerto ;
says "It is difficult to balance
the quickly decaying sound of
the harpsichord against the ,
sustained sound of a body of
stringed ·· instruments." But

a s his disciples, ·the mu s ician s

-lrn c ping

th e

i; tring s

e ither

appearing last Friday night in - acoustically abs-ent oi·
melodramtically present is not
the .Lohnson Theater as
a _satisfying solution.
Banchetto Musicale performed
T hese problems . were not
~ith phrasing and articulation
·. _hoardering on histrionics,and,: · . nea(i y'· as _pronounced when·
a ) l to -o often, nearly soloist Jean Rife took center
stage to · perform Haydn's
schizophrenic tempi and
Concerto No. I in D Major for
·dynamic shifts. · ·
horn and orchestra. Rife, who
- These .extremes of fine
played a natural horn, in this
musi.cianship . and f~~lty
iQterpretat_ion began at the top ·case · tfie ancestor of -the --Banchetto Musicale, Boston's Baro')ue Orchestra.
frenchhorn, turned m a fine
of the program. Pearlman , as
VivaldT"s Th-e--Four .S~asons.
soloist, · performed with •his : solo performance. On · her ~nterpretive heroics. Rife
Lead by soloist Dan-iel
o·rcfiestra J. S. Bach's concerto .· ·valveless, kdless horn . she excercised control as a soloist,
executed cadenzas nimbly and and the audience. thanked her Stepner, these violin concerti,
in · D for Harpsichord and
· amoung the most popular and ·
with little apparent effort, and with an enthusiastic ovation.
Strings, asking of his strings an
The biggest disappointments familia_r -music of the Baroque, .
produced the harrowingly low
,frcompaniment often so · soft
notes of the piece with grace of the evening, thou·g h -_ were very nearly made fun of.
that it was lost beyond the
Even taking into account the
peppered ·with some of the
apron of the . stage: When the and panache:
This may have been the most cohceri's highlights too, came playful nature of these pieces,
orchestra could be heard it was
often the result of dramatic · satisfying· offering 'of the in Banchetto Musicale's post- Vivaldi's own program notes
. crescendi which seemed to evening, as it was largely free of intermis~edormance of contained sonnets describing

the meta p ho rica I action ..
Stepner's interpretation was
.too often histrionic and
,
abusive.
l·t (vas as if he was readingfrom Vivaldi's sonnets rather
than the composer's score,
w he n , i n t he .. S pr i n g ,.

MUSICALE, page· 15

.F renetic and zany
- Candide returns
are in ari imaginary boat. The
The frenet'ic form and often other actors join hands and run -zany action of street theater in circles around the boat,
came to UN H Sµnday night in '. slowly closing in on Candide I
Ca'ndide, providing - the and Cacambo, creating an
audience in Johnson Thearer illusional, swirling effect.
The witty dialogue, trying to
with a few laughs but also some
keep · up with the fast and
distractions.
U.N H Theater Professor furious action, is often garbled
John Edward's humorous and difficult to understand. '
·a d a p t a t i o n o f V o I t a i-r e 's The audience has to · be
Candide, in the first of three attentive as sets and locales
encore performances, · es- change abruprly.
Candide 's her k y- j e r-k y,
tablished its - tumultuous pace
immediately . Fifteen colorfully almost farcical flow allows
garbed performers danced and · som·e of the actors to interject
sang in unison down a side · funny asides. Eckhard, with his
Frito Bandito accent, is leading aisle . They then jumped on
the flock of sheep when
stage to tell of the travels and
tribulations of Candide (Rjay suddenly he stops, becomes a
I lg), the naive boy pnilosopher. medieval Arthur Fiedler, and
. Much of the pl-bt . revolves conducts the sheep as they bleat
(Jim Mill~rd ph'ofo)
to his command.
around Ca,ndide's haphazard
Ilg, as Candide, is appealing
search for philosophic truth
but his character · lacks ·
and Cunegonde (Gloria
substance . Often he seems
, Gellai), his - fair · and . -flighty
overwhelmed b)i the energy
sweetheart. Candide. in
around him ·and fades into the
adventures along t~e way,
songs that were ·popular 1970's commits murder, flees from . background. · .
Monique St. Amant steals
by artists lik_e Cat Stevens, _authorities, survives earthshow with her .version
the
unegonde
C
_
has
and
quakes,
Loggins and Messina, Don
The Old W 0man. At one point'
Mclean, and Jackson Browne . taken a·way from him .
in the play , she screams at
The actors, who improvise
"There was a lot of really
Cunegonde as they co_mpare
good music written in the 70\, · throughout the play's_ twists
and yet few groups Will go out - and turns, perform as rive'rs, their woes on · board a ship
bound for Buenos, Aires. She·
and play that type of m·usic," sheep, rocks, and as the playbill
lifts up her skirt and ·
crankily
people
and
things
"'other
says,
S utherl.and said.
"We try and breathe new !if<; either too numerous to · shows Candide and Cunegonde
mention or beyond descrip- · her "'half a buttock" as they yell ._ ·
into old songs~" Sutherland
and the audience laughs.
tion."
said .
The play makes frequent use
One improvisational scene
Sutherland opened the set
of narrators as . they describe
with a sol(.) ve.rsion of Don was particularly effective.
the action about to ~appen or · ·
Mclean~-; gentle ballad "Starry, Candide and his trusty servant
Starry Night": The bearded Cacambo ( Felix Eckhard).,_ even as it is happening. Ilg
sounds like a play-by-play
Sutherland cradl~d his guitar 1ra veiling to the palace of the
announcer when he ponders
as he s,ing. swaying to the song. ..., King of Eldorado (Scott
whether- or not to commit a
Reinstein joined his partner for .Tolman}, ·where they will
murder - ••Candide made his
the second song, Jackson · receive gold and sheep to win
CANDIDE,--page 15
·back the captured Cunegonde,
NICHE, page l5

By Harold Young

Students perform in Can~ide this weekend at Johnson Theater.

Niche opens with Prime Time
By Rae Ann Ho~t ·

ingredients for a great evening
The Niche Coffeehouse, an are complete.
'e ntertainment alternative to
The group . Prime Time
downtown bars: _ re -opened . features the easy sounds of
Saturday evening in the Devine guitarist Rob Sutherland and
_Hall ·rec-room with the group keyboard player Bill Reinstein.
·
Prime Time.
- Both musicians \\ ere involved
, The Niche, according to with other groups before
person-in-charge Ruth Smith, f o r m i n g ,,'P r i' ni e 1 1 · i rn e .
started a year ago as a non - Sutherland played with the
d r i n k i n g e _n t e r t a i n m e n t group G o ldena ire .· wh ·i le
alternative for people on · Reinstein played with Thin lee .
"We met through mutua l
can,1pus . The coffeehouse
· serves a varict\ of teas and fri·cnds, and joked a round
~o!Tces as well ,is baked goods. about p'laying together if our
Niche workers transform the > groups ner broke up, "
Devine rec - room into a Sutherland said _, "and the
r cl a x i n g ~l t mos p he r c w it h what -if happened. Our' bands
candles, tables, and chairs. Add broke up and Prime Time was
the good sounds or a group like -born."
The group plays, many'or the
Prime Time and all the

of

~8f~t" t,:,~ ( .t ....'• 1 4 . j \;.·\ r t::_,) _1 l ~ . _.,,.,:,_ ~_, , .; ·l·"i l;·:,• f· - :.!_~A
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Prin f sale at UNH:
no h-u nks or blonde s
His popularit y could- be due to
the interest in 1984 . The
·· Neither Christie Brinkley
painting~ echo aspects of Brave .
nor the men of USC posters
New World.
were featured at the fine art sale
One of Seurat\ most famous
Jan. 25 and 26. Though many
paintings, "Sunda y Aftcrhoon
consider those fine, the classics
on the Island of La Grirnde,"
by Picasso, Monet, and
could be rurchased as well as
Rembrandt were exhibited
"'The Night Wa'tch" by
instead.
Rembrandt. and .. An
The "Great Masters through
Apparition or Face and FruitC o n t e m p o r a r )' A r t i s t s :
Dish on a Beach," Dali\ tribute
Rembrandt through Eschner"
to -· Garcia Lorca. Cezanne.
print sale was held in the MU 8
Matisse. Gaugin. Mir<.),
last week . Studenfs cou-Jd
the _print sale in the .MlJB. (Heidi Whitty photo) ,
choose a Renoir, Dali. and - Rockwell, La utrcc. Rousseau.
Wyeth print and subsequently · and some oriental prints were
ahu a vailublc:.
transform their dormito ry i11w
This semester's sale proved
a Wadsworth atheneum. ·
to be a success. A larger sale
Degas' Dancers. Monet\
occurs in · the fall. The
Fields,, and Renoir'~ wqmen
photographs are ·usually
should have left an impression
bought in the summer from ·
:-:on non -a rt . majors a !so.
publishers. Colleges in New
Generally students .were
England. Ohio. Michigan. and
looking for posters to cover
Pennsylvania are · the
spaces - on · their walls . The
predominant location t for the
favorites appeared to . be
fire in it. Other than ··1 Hurt 'Townshend\ .. Empty Glass". Picasso. Dali, Van Gogh, the . sale. One show each year is
You", side two is rather There is country style picking impressionists. and• Eschner.
exhibiicd in Australia. ·
unexciting including a -soul in "'Pressure" and H,iwaiian
.
Persuaders cover. rThin Linc slide in .. Hula Hoop". '"The
\
Sixties" goes from Burnett\
Between Love and Hate."
New Pretenders Robbie acoustic to the shouts of the
Williams broth,e rs and the
M c I n t o h ( g u i ta r ) a,,,.n ~d
Malcolm Foster ( bass _guitar) -_rocking, '"I Can Sec For Miles"
have learned their lessons well leads of Townshend.
- 11AM O'MALLEY
for this psuedo-grcatest hits·
album. Hopefully, on the next
effort they'll be walki_ng instead
By Consuelo Congreve
lives and times.:'Johnson say·s,
of crawling. . Minor Characters, non_fiction .. He (Holmes) ~ can't qu.ite
JOHN OUELLETTF
by Joyce Johnson, . published remember them .· they were
~
.,, \
'.
Washington . Squqre Press. mere anonymous passengers
on the big Greyhound bus of
$3.95
1il' ~
Jovce .Johnson's Minor ~xpericncc ."
· €ii-araeters is not so much an
, , ,I
. .,4· ---..... .... - ,-'\.
examination of the New York
Beatnik Generation as an
examination ofgrowing up not
quite iµ synch with the accepted
~;J n-orins. Johnson makes astute
l-ll.
ni• -· : ·• ·
observations of the way things
ABC
and people -_a rc.
Beauty S tab

By Gwen Gardner

Sean Moore looks at' prints at

New alb_umsfr<?"': Preten ders,
ABC .alld T-Bon e ·Burne tt
Records courtesy of Jodi's Party and-Bei,er age
·
Center , ,

s

AHfJ-

The Pretenders
Learning to Crawl
·
Sire
Le<irnini t'o Crawl is like a ·

_Minor ·C haract ers
•
es beatni ks
examin

' f

. Pretenders greatest hits album
i:' from the past two years.
Its recording was interrupted
by two deaths (former lead
guitarist · James Honcym·an.:.
Scott and former bass guitarist
birth
Pete - Farndon) and
· (Chrissic .Hynde's·daughter last
Mercury
Januaryh and three of the t·e n
BOOKS
Beauty _Stah is sharp. As
songs · were recorded . .with
was the girlfriend of
Johnson
.
and
e
is
CC
pr
y
11
a
c_
i
us
ri1
Burnett
T-Bone
the
while
session musicians
profession?! . as last year's Jack Kerouac, a .. beatnik"
, band was in transition. Still. Proof Through the Night
Lexi eon of Lo\'e, ABC's second novelist. She also k'ncw -Allen
the band has ·put out strong. if Warner Bros. · ·
Ginsberg, a '"beat" poet and
albym packs more punch with
T - Bone Bur,nett's album
somewhat inconsistent · third
novelist. But they arc only a
go
that
lyrics
and
guitar
roaring
_
a
is
Night
the
Through
Proof
album .
A new · afbum containing departure into · rock from this beyond the romantic love part of the whqlc rebellious
'•intellectual 50s scene. and her
.
two-year-old songs like .. Back . still . young 60\ folk / country -themes of their de·but..
book concerns itself mostly
ABC · has become disilluon JheThain · Gang" and •'Mi' singer. With a- sharp lyrical
some ' of the women and
with
meets-girl
boythe
with
sioned
Pete
of
help
theand
sense
_
to
bound
is
.,.
City Was Gone
Iov~. They had so much faith in the characte1·s in their lives .
sot.ind like greatest hits. but 1n To_w nshend and an exceptional
Falling in love, painful love,
their debut. .. Love's just a
addition, the're is a lot of band, Burnett has released a
MINOR CHARACTERS
not the hearts and flowers kind.·
'experimentation with different_ satisfying album fo-r the gimmick / a -mime or a mimic/
Johnson duesn 't quite fit into
that makes sex respectable." ·is what these women do,
.
style~. _which adds to the eighties.
men's · lives. ·or into her
her
the
not
are
men
their
because
their
up
sums
choppiness of the a)~tirn. · The most noticeable feature · from _" Unzip,"
parents' lives. Jack ~erouac
··watching The -Clothes·~-' -of -Burnett · ·is his ·Bob Dylan· feelings now. ABC has taken sta 'n dard romantic types.
and she have a relaticrnship for on the world's problems with Johnson notes. ""When you
'·sounds --likc a tune 9kthc Jerry v_ocal style. H i_s _- phrasing is
a few years in which he is gone
s_ongs like "King Money" and . were hung up on sori1eonc; you
Le·e Lewis:ePa, ··Thumb'elina"is q_uick and cynic.al, wi.th J}irics
most of the time. One time she
like
was
it
lot
a
name
his
said
.
"
Citi~cn!
-·•·Hey
the
,dast.apaced -couhH·v tune, and goi·ng by rapidly\ much ·Jike
plans to meet him in Mexico.
...2000- Mil.es;" is a Christmas ·early · pyla n.. • wi.t h whom . Although . a . couple songs a little reference point, that was
was gone from Mexico
··Jack
what
matter
No
there.
vs
alwa
from
change
little
show
here
Burnett· toured i-n the 66s '.
.
.
song. .
His Ivri'cs . can also 'be :· Lexil:on of' Lo,'e, this alburn is the convdsati6n ·was. the name - City a week before the date on
, The remaining, songs fc.ature .
the wcII~-kn-own . Pretenders compared to · D) Ia-n 's. b.ut they . not the -s·a nic synth"'pop new would always crop _µp ·in it. , If my plane ticket. .. " writes
J lihnson. He is always nor 4u'ite
guitars , that .either _roar . or are fresh songs.Tull of> tor-ics-. . romanticism the band started someone you Ic,ved didn't love
within reach of her grasp . ,:
die?"
to
want
you
would
.
you
toward
headed
has
ABC
with.
double
and
s
t_w ang, " and Chrissie Hyndc.'s chara.ctc1;
The only parts of Glassman 's
. clea:r ,alto.' possibly . the besf , me-a.n_ings ;- -T,h~ ccnte1·pi~cc of. the .. r O Ck mainstream. Some of us have experienced
that don) ring true are
book
,
.
ourselves
this
of
use
their
by
demonstrated
·
a
is
Sixties";
;The:
album.
female voice -in rock 'n ·ro-11: 1 ne · th9
when sh<; is · 4uoting other
Elise, one of Johnson\ best
ly r ics aren 'r as -biting .as they song about Californi•a in the · tough-edged guitar also found
people's works, such as ,
friends, falls in love with Allen
were on the. first two albums·. as · 80's: d~scribing everyone from _in many succssful pop bands .
It ·is ,-this -guitar that poses a Ginsberg who can't quite love Ginsberg . It seems awkwqrd
· -Hynde -c'hooses ·t6 pick u'p and . stockbrokers on .heroin . to
and out of date. But as she was
problcril on this album. often her. He is bisexual. and always
move _on . ··show Me'' is sung meditati•n g politicians and girls
part or it. she ob\'iously liked it .
from the . heart of t-hc pr.oud · iH ·halter tops .. Other insights. ·competi"ng with the perfcet on the move to San Francisco
felt it worth repeating. It\
and
Elise.'"
Nevertheless.
Paris.
-or
vocals
Fry's
Martin
of
-match
of
rcv~rsal
r<>lc
his
in·.
arc
·
·
mother. ·
thai1 one _
- ·•Middle of the Road".a·song · ··Hefner and Disnev'' .and _ a - backed by layers of"oohs"and always seems to niention his : hai·d to read · more
· Leroi ·
like
Stuff
it.
of
page
·
and
is
he
where
kno\\
to
name.
string
.
exact
and
··aahs''.
in
Monroe
Marilyn
of
memory
the
·whose title best describes
/
revered
generation
(0.
Jone's:
.·
doing
he\
what
musk ·on -· this · all'n..1.m·: has · ·the a~pustic . .. Ai!cr all· Thc~c arrangements. Fry is some0,
./
.
othei·s
all
above
how
out
points
.
Johnson
overpowered.
s
time_
·
.,
Years
the
not
·-rm
Hyndc . shouting
generation of fictitious / Ofays/
The album still entices the t-hesc R.cat Generation men
·.ca-t I 1;rscd to be/ I've got a . ,_ The · productiC>n gives the
revere you ... ; Yoµ are all so
J
th'ei/'
from
·
nJn
t
wo·
excluded
,
dance
catchy
the
with
listener
Jikc·
sound
dean
fulL.
a
al.bum
the_·
;of
one
is
ki.d / 1'm JJ. ". Thb·f OU r .:- TCa 1 . :fa St - ro Ck in g' '--rhc Police\ .. Synchronicity". :beat oi' the first single ""That very inner circlcs .,Qne novelist. beautiful.) isn't nearly as
The Williams bri)thers'b'ackup ' :~·was- Then ..Bli t ·This Is Now." ·John ,Clcll~rn H .olmcs.' readable as Jo.hns·o n\ prose';
-rrctdndcrs' :tun0s here .
'"Thnc The _Avc;:ngcr" -has . harmonics arc strong and clear. ·a11d Fi:y\ rtrn1antic voice. now · describes thqn as "'centerlcss Johnson has a passage in which
a
t.0-uc-hcs <if•'Tm fhc AlduTtress~· ·. Townshend\( 1nflt~cricc - and - -'. used to talk abot1t ·politics·. His _ young wome_n-. awkwardly · she recalls gl)i•n g away for
•
mc
o
s.
and
Jack
with
hope.
for
weekend
love.
(or
out
reach)ng
.
.
~
t:rom .-Prctcnders Ii and ··1 Hurt guilar -.. playi·flg .· ~m _. ~·Fat:.illy
for comprehension of their~ BEATNIKS, page'
RECOROS,'page 15
is anothc~ tun·c with some · Beautiful'~ give it the - feel of

·f ·:· >·

o-v·a·11·T." ST'·B '

a

a

a

1
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·(continued from page 13)

,,-

Browne\ "Doctor My Eyes".
The energetic Re-instcin moveu
his , shoulders to- the music,
adding good · harmony as well
as a fine keyboard performance.
One or the group's strengths
is its fine harmonics,
parricularly in the old Bill
Withers' tune "Lean On Mc
When You're Not Strong" a_nd
the favorite "American Pie".
The two men\ voices blend
very well. and with time will
_
blend even better.
Prime Time handles rhythm
and blues tunes with
enthusiasm. In "'Rocking
Pneumonia and The ~oogy -

( continued -rrom page 14)
· voice can be very calm and understanding, _drawing - the
listener in with irs innocence.
especiall)' on the slow ••By
-Default B~' Design."

Woogv Blues" the pair showed
strong ·g uitar strumming, good
beat. and excellent keyboard'
work. With Jimmy Buffett\ "I
Don't Know" the group mixed
island reggae beats with
courHry blues for a song which
showed the duo's range and
versatility.
Although the group mainly.
performs works by o_ther
artists, both men do some song
writing o-n their own.
The Niche Coffeehouse wilf
co.ntinue each Saturday night
in the Devine rec-Toom with
such performers as the NH'
Gentlemen, the NH N otablcs
and Luci Thercien .

"'If l_ever Thoug-ht You'd Be
Lonely" demonstrates the
band's transition with its
soft / romantic side- alternated
with a hard / angry one. The
soft side has touches of'Roxy
Music and vocals like Bryan
Ferry.
The transition is also seen in
cover pictures, showing the
current version of ABC injeans .
and wrestling shoes instead of
the tuxedoes of the last album.
Much of the elegance is now
-gone, and ABC may find
themselves lost in the confusion
of rock 'n' roll mainstream.
--- JOHN OUELLETTE

----BEA➔NIK----( continued from pa~e 14)

at

Linda P-rest~~ looks a print ~~titled "Christi~a 's World" by
Andrew Wyeth at the UNH print sale. (Scott Young photo)

out to be the best and can never
be duplicated because they
relied on chance.
Minor Characte-rs is not just
<continued from page 13)
about a bunch of beatniks_,_ his
an exploration ()f the_ waypeople grow up and find their concerto's Largo movement, he the cello in the- second
- had the viola, whose part is -- concerto's Allegro and really
niches in life.
supposed ·to - - - represent the fine ensemble playing in . its
Presto, and an exquisitel:t
barking of a dog, hacking away
and producing- a sound which. calculated Largo - in the
was simpli , ugly .____ and over- concerto marked •·L' lnverno ":
Winter.
bearing. (contiqued from page 13)
But, taken as a whole, the
-- - Wheri Stepner settled down
to make music, and let the piece program suffered as virtuosity
dec;ision inst;mtly," Ilg says is tonight at Johnson Theater
present itself. he was at h~s best. - and interpretation Were placed
seriously. Immediately th~ ' at 8:00 p.m. It won't .keep you
Like Pearlman he is of near above the scores. Some might
sound of a ticking clock breaks riveted to your seat but it.might -virtuoso caliber, and played argue that perhaps the hall or
in and an uncertain expression ca use a few smiles. Tickets are with extreme clarity, grace and
set-up detracted as they have
$2.00 and there are plenty of appropriate expressiveness . Of from other p~rformances. : But
appears on llg's face.
...;..;.
;.....
~:;._
Candide final performance seats available.
particular -note we_r_e a duet \,\lith the ~rche'stra was ba·cked by the

friends ·and making an_ applc
pie· out of wi-ndfalls in the dark.
Since she couldn't seethe spices
or amounts she put in, she
could never again , make -the
"Ecstacy Pie" as everyone
called it. Sometimes the things
we-· do without planning turn

-!

LE-------------MU SICA_
University's fin~ acoustical shell and pla9ed before the
stage's proscenium. What was
produced on stage was heard in
the hall. And that was · '
confusing and botherso-me m
its extremes .

- - - --C ANDIDE- ---

;
!

, READ
FEATURES;_!

__________ _____ ___________.

s

muso PHOTOSCHOOL
AND DARHROO-fflS _

session . per semester
- 2 hours per week
- - 9 weeks
- More in-depth rnstruction in
basic and advanced photography

.REGISTRATION
.
- -- Through February 3rd
- - $40 / Photoschool {Includes Darkroom use)
- $25 / Darkroom
==----- Register in the' MU SO office
room 148 of the _MU B
Classes run from February 5
to April 12
- - Regis!er b11 Friday 3:00 P!11 _

For more information call 862-1485
ask tor·Chuck Huckins or Don Eua
DON'T WAIT ~ .SIGN -UP -now!

i
i

_j

1
i_-- - - - - - ---,- - - ..-
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"COMICS

.-HETZ EL<continued from page 3)

dancers are served six - full
course meals during the 48
hours, · according to the
preregistration pamphlet.

By J_IM DA VIS

GARFIELD
I LOVE ATTACKING THE
MAILMAN 1-SOME. DAY5 I
SCRATCH ~IM. SOM£ tiAY5
I BITE HIM.SOME DA"1'5 I

Last year five live bands kept
the crowd moving, said Ross.
This year, Still Water Run,
Strangers, The Now sound
Express disc jockey, and· the
radio station WUNH will
supply entertainment.

TRIP HIM

Dancers must be 18 or older
( or have parental consent).
They can have a partner for 48
hours, or organize a perpetual
dance team in which 12 co'uples
dance for four hours each. First
aid will be provided by UN H ·
nursing majors.- (There has,
· however, never been a need for
· first aid other than a ·•1ittle BenGay and an ace bandage,"
Wildung pointed out. .

By JOHNNY HART

B.C.
SHOW -ME A MA~ WHO K'NOWG ·

-WHERe_K15 HEADS Ar....

.

ILL. '5HOW '(ov A 60Y THAT'
DDe'SNr N8E:D A Nl6HT LIGf.lT .

AND

There is · a one hundred
- co_uple limit, and registration is
from 5:00 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.,
February 3 in the Granite State
Room. Dancers are urged,
however, to preregister.
- Unregistered coup.Ies are also
allowed to dance off extra
calories for a small fee.

-By JEFF MACNELL Y
So pick out your sleekest
swimsuit, slip on your dancing
shoes, and jazz your way to the
sizzli1i:g s_a nds of Bermuda!
'

.

----CA~ P--<continued from page I)
two groups. If the executive
knew the interviewee, he or she
would not join that interview.
·-camp goes through many phases," Bowden said. One
year it was granolas, the next ·
jocks etc. It's a coincidence."
••1 consider my job a success
if I can make even one
freshman happy and comfQrtable at UNH,"headded. -

BL.OOM ,COUNTY
By B~RKE BREATHE D.
W/1/11£.'7 POC~/65.' WH~ ffl/V/fTf

-MCNUB/3 ... I f10 8€l.t€V6 YOU
- .FOiJNCJ YOURSf,(,.f A e,/6 Ol'
-Gal~U-JN~ POLAR BeARI

/

MY/ ANV JUST IN 'TIM€-, iOO !
WITH AU. 1HO~ M~V/A FOU<~
AW P.H'T00RAPH€R5 flU0ALI.-Y
5N~AKIN' AROUNl71Hl5 0ff-UMIT5
!,Am,€ ZONE, YOU Ml6HTA

·Got An Eye For Savings??

eATEN ON€- _I
J ,

.

Permalens ®extended-wear contact
lenses

..

ACROSS

45 French revolu-

i

t: ~~~1~!

24
25
26
27

28
29
•
31
32
34
37
38

_ :~
DOWN ,
~~ ~~::~:nt;;.) .
44
l Turn the 34 Pocahontas's craft
46
· 35 • - lazy river: •.. • 2 Eager,>
0
3
47
physl~~iri of ·
,48
4 Sphere
old
3B •9ut, damned - ..• " 5 White poplars
49
- 39 TelephOne .company ,· .6' Of. the 1100n
SO
7 Oraft aniaals
40 Baseball's Rod
B Gluttonous person' 52
, 41 Church recesses .
9-Soc' lety of doctors 53
42 Col l~ge 1n Baton
•.', , 10•,Full of spirit .
,
• Rouge
55
11 'Breaking a nasty
43 Fennented drini:s
56
habit (3 wds . )
Like some neighbor:
57
plaisfr
~ 12 •~
·hoods

~

4•

=~

~¼:: (h~-~~ -r

light ' ..
Sundry assortment
Muscular powerReligious ima_ge _
Oregon or ·
Chesapeake
Stops ,
• - of the South.
Seas'
lovely as ·
" . . •a tree"
One who 1s duped .·
.Proofreader's mark
Festive ,
silk
-

''!JAY,,,Y€R {J€/N'' MIGHTY
QUIE-T 7/1€R€, M/57U?.
POlAR 8eAR,,. WHITT5A
M~R... YO<J SHY .7

KOOTCH/€,!
KOOTCH/£!

KO(JTCH/€ !...

Ask Your Doctor for Your Updated
Eyeglass Prescription

\

/.

~.;i:~~ry _ _
Hut
Placido llilolingo

can Us For Your Appointment Today!!

749-2094 _

~~!~!s

Exam for prospec•
t1ve lawyers
facto
At a distance
Mr. Knievel
• - in the'
Money"
Tu collectors
1n the bud
Overly /

_-Dally wear soft contacts Now Oniy Sl9
with Chemical KH or $109 with Thermal Kit

Optique.
Liinette·
466 Central Avenue

. CROSSWO_}JD .AN~W-~ RS, .
· page 18

Dover, N.H. 03820
~

J....___;,:_.:..:___:___ ___:::_---..:._ _ __:__::___.::____

s1· 49 -

Includes:
• Fitting and Instruction
• Contacts ans, Carrying case
• Solutions with Cate Kit
• All Follow-Up Visits

· 13 Repose

47 !~::r{ide Story"
Edible root . .
character
5. Molokai greetl'ng
48 -Zodi_a c sign
10 Culture me.dlum
Captain of the
so·
.14 Mr. Stravinsky
Pequod
15 Lfke Ool}y Parton ..
_
Gardens
16 'Like, SOiie TV shows 51 17 Grannatical taboos ·s~ Granmatical .taboo
(2 wds . ) .. ·
- (·2 wds.)
Adriatic
the
On
58
cell
· · 20 Reproductive
59 Laughing
Bator 21 60 llni que person
22 Oust
61 Turn' s partner23 Baseball fut .
gun
25 Ambulance component 62 63 Make eyes at
27 Greek philosopher
29 Spasms ·

NowOnly

---...:.:.__.:.:___::___ ____:_---'------'' - - - - - - - - - - - " - - - - - - - , , - - - - - - - - - , -. , - -- - - - -

-'

Student and Senior Citizi:11 discounts do not appiy 0 ~

con~ or sales.

: -

_

-t _'

_ 1_,\. ►1.1~. , ~ ·' tf,\ ' _,_ : ~:~\):

-~ \ 1,L.1<..~
'
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Apartments for Rent

[flil_Milc_'°'~-.·___Jl§J

...D_u_r_h_a_n_,__3_r_o_o_m-fu_rn_i_s_h_e_d_a_p-artment in
quiet home. Two blocks from campus. No
utilities, non-smoker. $325/mo. for one
person. If 2 people $190/ mo per person.
_868-9660.
____ __. _
Portsmouth: farmhouse on the water, 3 acres, 2 roommates needed. Near Karivan . Pets Ol<c Wood heat $520 for spring
semester Phone . 436-1851. Ask for
Randy, Becky, or even JON. 436-1851.

Help Wanted

Ifill

~W7'.0::-".R:".K"'."'/".':S::T~u~d::y:;A:;:;:P:;:;:P;:Ll:;;C~A~N;:;T~S:;::W~-ANYED AT
THE l:IBRARY. CALL MRS. MARTLING,
LOAN DESK, 862-1534.
Need experience . dealing with -people?
Work in the Southwestern Company's
_ summer Work • Program. Average
earnings $4200.00 Send resume to
Summer Work '84, Box 313, Durham, NH
03624

Nee'cl experience on your resume? -Work
in the Southwester Company's Summer
Sales a-nd Management traini,ng program.
Earn up · to $4200. Send yo.u present
resume to Summer Wo-rk _'8~, Box 313,
D11rham, -NH; 03824

Ski Boots Head Air-Fit Men's 9 $40 Wool
coat full length mens 40-42 $80. Mini
hand vacuum cleaner $1 p_ Paul 4314417 eves, 862--2067 days
'72 Volkswagon Sup-erbeetle. Great cond
-very low millage, new snows, AM / FM,
runs great $1500 cal! Dotig at 868-5041

1974 Toyota corolla, 87 K miles, no rust.
Great condition tuned up Mon Ja.n 16th
Sanyo AM/FM casette deck Brand new
· recycling bucket seats 4 speed sta _
ndai-d
$1275.00 Call Steve at 749-9360 or 8689691
Alvarez-Yairi 12 string acoustic guitar.
Less than 1 year old in mint cond-. Nice
action and beautif1JI tone. Mahogany
sunburst finish. will hardshell case. $250
Call Bill, 868-1924
For sale 1975 · Peugeot Diesel, 504_
Sedan. Sunroof; am l fm stereo; radials; 4
speed; maroon. Mechanical condition
exc;;ellent. no rust. block heater. $2500 or
be~•- 1::1fftr. tol l 240 - 0:::311

· 1978 Subaru, 5 speed, 2 door, front wheel
dr-ive, 77,000 miles. Good, dependable
car. $2,000 or 80, 659 ~5976 after S. 1 -

] sirvkes IMRepai~

ll'SJ

Jeff Lef, "we have heard enough abo~t~· --Bi~ ·-Brother doesn't want you "to think .,
your single Now let's have some action! , serious ly about UFOs, but I suggest that
Seriously, we are looking forward to more ....yo u do sol Ask for the booklet WHAT YOU
fun times with you and the rest of the 4c- . NEED TO KNOW, at Town and Campus.
er's. Love ya, M&L&C
YOu will learn hoVI( strange 1984 really is! _ Now, Sunday nights are your "Last
Anyone interested in ]01171179 Cool-aid
Chance to Dance· : with Spectra-Sound.
should plan on attending our introductory
Every Sunday night dance to your
meet ing Feb. 8th at 7:30 in the Senate
requests ari'd the best of the rest of the
room of the MUB. If-you cannot be there,
M'UB PUB dance floor. All you need is a
call . or stop by the office, located in the
UNH ID, Proof of Age, fifty cents, and
.basement of SChofield House. Hours 6
yourself. Doors open at 8pm_
pm - midnight.
If you m,ss Spectra-Sound in the MUS
Hey Fig Noone, Get a grip on life!? Oops,
PUB this Sunday night . you'll miss your
the man of your dreams is a "c laude"!
c·hance to win . Lionel Richie, YES, and
Love, M-T-A-H P.S. ~will meet you at the
more. Before a week of classes, Join
coops , at NOone.!Bartrnan "Happy 21st
Spectra-Soun)d on Sunday nigh.t s for your
Birthday! Hope you have a "Hoopie!" day!
. "Last Chance to Dance." Doors Open 8
Love, Joyous and· Hol
·
pm. Required: UNH ID and Proof of age
Hey Holly, Nn Nn Nn Nn Nn Nn . Love
- This weekend the Granite State Room will
Joy, Mellissa, Tricia , Ann
move to the beat of the 1984 Hetzel Hall
Annie, Hope you're all better. Get psyched
Dance-a<thon for the New Hampshire
for another wild weekend!! Love ,' "Your
Kidney Foundation. Musical entertainKids"Jel Baby! Get a clue would ya!? Have
ment includes live bands, Spectra -Sound,
you checked your drawer lately-? and
WUNH ~°F=M, and many more. Come by the
that's
why they call it the b·l ues ... Love, the
Granite $tale 'Roory, to enjoy the
Gang ·
·
entertainmerit and support the dancers

Tax

MANAGEMENT?Bl::JYING INTERNSHIP .
Major New England top quality Retail
Chain Oct 1, 1984 to Dec 31, 1984. On
campus interviews· first week of March
$250 -week. V-a·rious locations. 94% of
Interns are hired in executive
management pro.gram
Deadline Februaru 1 5, 1984. Contact Freid
Experience -Office, . Verrette House, 8621184. FE#83T65

l~

;I_P_ersonals_ _ _

Attention all men in L$&A, T-School,
Zoology, Microbiology, Biology , and
Geology ALPHA GAMMA RHO wants
you[! / come to rush at ALPHA GAMMA
RHO Tuesday Jan 31 and / or / thursday
2/2 8-10 p.m ..
·

On the evenings- of February 24th and ·
25th, 1984, t-he University of New
Hampshire Hotel Administration
Students cordially invite you to dtne in
_elegance aL1600 Pennsylvania Avenue,
the primary address in town. There you
will be served exqu,s,te gourmet foods, of
the caliber to, which the President of the
United States is accustomed . Experience
_ th.e atmosphere and entertainrneA_t that
any White House -guest relishes. Tickets
will go on sale shortly in the MU_B, so keep
your eyes open·. _·

S'pectra-Sound is proud to be the opening
act for the 1984 Hetzel Hall Dance-AThon to benefit the New Ha·m pshire · Part-time student, 37, needs place to
Kidney ·Foundation. W_e invite you to
sleep · 3-4 nights per week. -Can $5 per
s1c1pport the marathon c_ouples by ·
night or - exchange for housework. Will
cheering t-hem on, starting at 6 pm Friday . provide own ,bed, if need be. I'm quiet,
night in the Granite State Room. ·
ea,sy
-goin(l ' Cal_l April at 42-?-792?
. Work Study. help-wanted. Jhe Portsmouth _
Recreation depL-is looking for ·recreation _aides for two -buildings. ,Variable hours.
Night and - some week~nds For morre
-i-nformatio.n. Call Leslie at 431-2000 ext.
263
CIV1L ENGINEERING AIDE. Local town
(not on K-van)._ Part-time. Semester -II _
JUnior: Senior or Grad studen\. $4.25 hr.
h-ours arranged. Contact Field .Experience
Office, Verrette House, 862°1184.
FE#83251
'
COMPUTrn PROGBAMMER (:ompany
in local area (not on 1(-van). Semester II
part-time Cointact Field Experience
Office, Verrette House, 862 ° 1184. ·.
FE#833,10
AUDIO-VISUAL PRODUCTION ASSISTANT. Local Educational Organization.
Pa.rt-time Semester II. Work -study
qualified Cont-act Field Experience,
Verrette House, 862-1184. RE#83311
TELEMARKETING SALES REPRESEN- TA TIVES. Several opportunities with
several type·s of companies and
organizations. Part-time Semester II.
Contact Field Experience, Verrette House;862 01184
.
.CONSUMER ADVOCATE Semester II
part_-time . Lawrence MA area. Work study
qualified Contact Field . _Experience,
Verrette House. 862-1184. #8321-0A

.

PAID POSITION Student -Act"ivity Fee
Organization opening for A _
s sistant
Business Manager -- No experience
necessary a great opportunity for
practical experience~ Position· will lead to
Business Manager for 1984-85 ye;:ir.
1Applications vaila'ble i1;1 room 145 MUS ·
9
Deadline Tues. Jan 31st. · _
·
-.:
Wanted' Creat ive, 'ene~g~tic individual -to'
.work consistently 2-4 hours per week,
pfacir,g and fill"ing posters on camp;LIS
Earn $~00 0r niore each school year. 1- ·
800-243-6679
.

BAHAMAS. SPR1n·a BREAK .
lrom $345

Includes ' -R ound Trip. Air, Transfer, Seven
Nights Accommodation, Welcome Ru~_Swizzle, .
One Hour Rum Swizzle Party, 9anvas Travel
- Bag, _T hree-Hour Cruise w/Two Hour Vnlimited
-R um Punch, Beach _Party w/Lunch, All Taxes.
.-_NO HIDDEN CHARGES

FORT LAUDEBDAL.E
SPRINO BREAK·
· lrom-$135
Includes · seven nights at prime location,
welcome party w/free , beer, complimentary
travel bag.

-Thanks for a gr~at Thanksgiving dinner
Sunday night, A-6. We hope you liked the
pies, too. Sorry-[;)oug i.f the crust.was a bit •
~ry, we'll, make [t right next time!!
LOST! Gold t:ieart locket. Belong·ea to my
grandmother · Not worth much ...but h-as
senti'rT)ental value. Lost between MUS
and PCAC. Reward. Call Andrea 8689780 or 2 - 1642. ·
YOU ARE NOT ALONE - 2 recent studies
show that almost 25% of ·women in
college have. been raped or assaulted. If
you are one of them ... SLIPPORT GROUP
Tuesday 12:30-2. p.m,. · Contact Roxie
Wolfe at Counseling and Testing. Starts
Feb. 7th
REWARD!!Lost , Sat. Nite - Black
pocketbook with wallet etc. If found
please call Karen at 868-1899. No
questions asked.
REWARD!!Lost SAT. nite
- black
pocketbook with wallet etc. If found
please call Karen at 868-1899. No
questions askea. ·

On_the evenings of February 24th and
25th, 1984, the University . of New
Ha m ps h i re Hot e I Adm i n i.strati on
and tho Kidnov J:o t:1nd::itio.n .
Dear Students: I am much _concerned
Students cordially invite you to dine in
It's the •Kidney Foundation versus the
because you educations are grossly
elegance at 1600 Pen_n sylvania Avenu'"e,
MUB's toundation. While music shakes
distorted through serious misunder- . the · primary=acldress in town. There you
the Granite ' State Roofn", dancers will
standings regarding .the UFQ_phe(tQll}o.n. . will be served exquisite gourmet foods, of
spend 48-.hours o'n their feet to the b·e at of
Therefore I u·rge you to contact To;wh and
the caliber to which the President o,f the
Spectra- / sound, live bands', and much
Campus Inc. for the condensed vers'ion of
UNited States is accustomed. Experience
more. It all starts tbis Friday night at 6pm - my theses. Ask for: WHAT YOU NEED TO
the atm0spt,ere ·and. entertainment that
in the Granite State / room of the MUS
KNOW
any White House guest relishes. Tickets
will go on sale shortly in-the MUB, so keep
Gidget, Ufeat UNH is Q't the same without
your eyes open.
·
you. Please COME visit 11-1 /two lonely - As X-SEN 8th floor representative I would
like to say thank you to ' Julie R for·
killer beesl
,
·
The New Hampshire Kidney Foundation is
planning a super ski weekend. Let's hope
UNH Students Ambassadors' Open
counting '?n qur help! Make this· years
no one gets hurt because of drinking
House, MOnday, 'Febuary 6 from 7-9 pm
vvhile skiing!
-"
"
· dance-a-thon the best ever, find'a partner
at th-e Elliot Alumr-,i Center. Come learn _...;:;
for 48, put together a team (12 can dance
more al;Jout what we do and how to ·_," H~y. J, you're the best, busiest roomina~~. 4 hrs each) sponsor a career or just come
become an Ambassador. Applications _ a cumb psychology maior could ever watch' Feb 4 5 or a6 in the Granite State
have. Just remember: PATIENCE!!-D.
-__,. Room ·of the 'MUB.·
available at this time. Refreshments will
be served
R_C_A
___1_8-,-,-D-ia_g___P_o_r_t_.T_V_S_,3_0___S_B_e_L_y_n_d_o_n__
RIDE NEEDED, Wilton, NH or vicinity. Any
·
Cfr1 I the· evenings of February 24th a_nd . weekend. Call Pam 2~2208 or 868-98-10. Parsons 209..
25th, 1984, the University of New
,WSB.E's B-DAY .is Wednesday too!! We
Ha mRS hi re Hote I Adm in i strati o,n · certainly could never forget our newest Attention all men in LS&A, T-School,
Zoology, Microbiolugy, , Biology, andStudents cordially invite you to dine in
roommate in t-h·e ghe·tto. So we'll
Geology. ALPHA GAMIVIA RHO wants
elegance at 1600 Pennsylvania -Avenue,
celebrate wildly -Wednesday _night' with
you!! Com·e to RUSH at ALPHA GAMMA
the primary ad.d ress in town. There you
you and Mr Wallas,too!!
·
RHO Tuesday Jan 32 . and or Th·ursday
will be served exquisite gourmet foods, of
2/2, ~-10_PM .
LOST!
Gold
heart
locket.
Belonged
to
my
the .caliber to which the President of the grandmother. Not worth much ... but has
U'n ited ·states is accustomed. Experience
:sentimental . value. Lost betvveen MU8- .
the atmosphere and ent,e rtainment that
and PCAC. Reward. Ca-II Andrea 868) ;.if:
_':_:_ :_·
any White House gt1est relishes·. Tickets
9780 or 2:) 642.
will go on sale shortly in the MUB, so keep
>: . • .
your eyes ope_n __

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT OPPORTWNITY The Biking Expedition seeks men
and_ women to lead sum·mer teenage --~et· Groom-ing Thompson school. ·
Stµdents off,er pet grooming under
bicycling trips in Canada .and the USA A
supervision. Bat-hing, brushin_g, clipping,
presenta_tion of The Biking Expedition's
nail trimming, flea baths and dipp Lower
. bicycle travel program with a discussion
rates that a grooming salon. Call .now
on the Le adership - position will be
862-1025 between 8 am - '4 pm
presented Wednesday evening, February
8 at Parsons L 103 from 7:00 to 8:00 p.m.
OVERWEIGHT, or just-a li~tle plum-p this
On campus interview session with a
seas'on? SHAKLEE SLIM PLAN
Representativ.e will be held qn Thursday,
PROGRAM is an effective, nutritional,
February 9 · starting at 9:00 a.m. For
delicious and SAFE way to slim down as
signup and further information contact
much as you like DELIGHTFULLY. We can
Sharon Fitzgerald, Career Rlanr:iir,g and . help you. · Personal · service. MARK cir
Placement, 203 Ht:rddleston Hall, 862 :
CHERYL Tel 664-1'069 .
.
2010 _
1 all
levels,
,Piano, Guitar ·' Lessons:
LB - Hi to my long lost roomy. Feb. 17th ,
Portsmouth · &Durham, $6.75 / half hr
· sounds like a Jaz~ date---:-- M&M
Profile: 14 yrs guitar/voice performance,
OEDIPUS - Hi buddy! Thanks for a fun- . 4 yrs teaehing, cand. piano degree. Call
431-4197.
tastic,_wee~end. J:L'S will be a great pair
(yvhen I'm 35) Squishes - TIGHTS
Scott;sh' Country Dan~ing _:__5-;-i~s of '6
classes for $12.00 startir.g 2/3 (Single
Oyster River ·Middle School looking for a
lessons $3 / person). Come e,nJoy our
student to coach their boys gynmastics
"Scottish Aerobics"! Fridays 7:45 pm
team 2 hrs. 3- afternoons a week seven
Get ready for a weekend of dancing!
-Durham Grange Hall. Info: 868-1046
we.eks pay $400. Ca II 868-5231 Ask for
Ever-yone is invited to join in the dancing
Fiddle,
b~njo,
guitar
lessons-lri;im
Tim
at the Hetzel Mall dance-a-thon. Come
professional player, many styles Gall '
any time ,' day or night,on Feb. 3,4,&5
-O_yster River Middle School looking f?r a
659°2658
student or two to share one on one
-· lt.anyene sees SARAH NOUR.tomorrow
~R-el lu ~ _ wish her a H~APPY BIRTHDAY and "give
physical activity with a student call 868- - Profe··s~i ~7i al - Fede-ral
5231f for detail~ ask for· Pat
Preparation Services. Discount with any
here a big smile. She turns the Big 20.
Congrat, Sarah
UNH ID. Contact Bruce 862-3478 for
Exciting part-time Job opportunity, can
appointments
' earn &8.00 an· hour plus regular bonus
Wanted: Commission student travel sales
Papers, _resumes and letters prepared
plan. Interviews being helf 78 Madbury
r.epresentatives. Contact, Greg Hogarth ·at
professionally and- quickly -by 9 to 5
rd. Durham Jan. ·31 between 11 :30 am8-lyth &Company, 84 Yorkville Ave.,
Secretarial Service, String Bridge, Exeter, ' · Tornnto, Ont., Canada. M5R 189. 1-4161 :00 pm. Training will be from 1 :00 NH
(603)
772-9585
.
§64-2569.
2;00. pm.
Camp Director-Special needs day
camp-Master's ' Degree required and
e,xperier:ice in Human Services?Special
Needs. Salary negotiable. Send Resume
to : Camp Paui.'PO Box· 53, Chelmsford,
MA, 01824.
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AMTRAK onlu $155

AIR ONLY $198
COLLEGE REP. NEEDED
EARN FREE TRIP

GREENWICH TRAVEL CENTER
1-800-243-3858

:1_-~\te :_~,:•.-e;4
l,i,.

!~"' .~~~
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~ By,, Steve Gara.b edian
it \\as time for both benches to
The UNH women\ basket- prove themselves.
The game's momentum
ball team 4i.Icllcd ~111y hopes of
a U. Mass comeback with a shifted to UN H early in the
second half explosion as the game when U.Mass's leading
Wildcats defeated the · scorer, Barbara HebeL
visciously fouled Corinne
Minutemen 72-40.
UN H began the second half Gulas, throwing hci- to the
leading 37-22, but then iced the floor. U. Mass head coach
game with a 23-4 s'purc which · Barbara Stevens sat Hebel
was led by seniors Gail Jackson· down for the rest of the game.
The move seemed to take the
and Kelly Butterfield. Jackson
made the most of her punch out of U. Mass. "You
opportunities from her low ha ,ve to respect the coach
post position, scoring _ seven tStevens) for that decision,"
said - UN H head coach Celelia
_
consecutive points.
With an exch~rnge of baskets DeMarco. '.'She was teaching
giving the 'Cats a 50-26 lead, · her ( Heb~l) a lesson."
Hebel committed a similar
UN H got hot again reeling off
ten unanswered points, crime last year against the
Jackson led the erupti0r1 with Wildcats. The U. Mass head

- ~~Urro

GAllEY HATCH
Pmcm~
RESTAURANT
926 5785

'-!!

A WINNER!"
Gerald Depardieu
Nathalie Baye
in

The Return Of

Martin Guerre
J

!

l\t 7:15 & 9:25
Matinees Sat. & Sun.
at J: 15

- .-----·- - - m D-~- ~ --~-~
_
lUg-J
•.A~~--~ - - --··-~

·

11 point:.. \Vith th e :-sco re 60-26 , ' couch

.,4tZt'II

·•• ·~
'

!

Michae~i:fs)iv~:.,~ ~~ ~ I J i s,A~a.-.d._.
119 Euclid Avenue, Syracuse, NY 13210. (315) 423-3471.

--· .--- ·- .---~--

the

time

.:,

.

.

:• Contact lens rcpluc_em~,1t ·

·

:,. Tinting .und repairs

Name-;......_.;.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ . ; _ - Dover Hours: ·

Address _ _......;._ _ _....,,;;;...:-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1

• ~ ··
. . \e •

Mon: Thurs. 'fri. 9:.:5
·
Tues. ·9-6
Wed. & _Sat. 9-12
-

.

.

Program ·of interesi

Fly with the finest.

Durham· Hours:
Mon. Tues.
Thurs. Fri; 9-5

remedv the situation thei1 and it
came back to haunt them.
Gu las led UN H's attack with
16 points backed by .Jackson
and Butterfield with I J points
each.
Gulas' first steal fo the game
( she had two) broke the sing-le .
season rccoi·d for steals, which
her sister, Christine, -held. The record was 73.
Commenfing on the
achievement Gulas exclaimed,
"Wow!", but added seriously."
Having four good players
behind me, allows me to cheat
on defense."
The women's hoop team is
currently I 1-6 and 4-0 at home.
UN H· next game is on the road
on Feb. I against . Rhode
bli:tnd.

Fighting -these- same conditions, the alpine men finished
8th with the top three finishers
being Willy Wescott 17th, Russ
Dearborn 32 nd, and R .J.
-.....
Turner 34th.
, The combined results of the
nordic and alpine events earned
·uN H their fii1althird and fifth ,
place .
On March 7-10, UNH has
, the honor of hosting the NC AA ·
. Skiing Championships at these
same challenging locations. So
far · skiers Hussey, Sullivan,
Poulin, . Wolny, Warner,
G u·s ta f so n , S ·i c k e I s a n d
Gravink 'have qualified for this
competition. Of skiers Hussey,
Sullivan, ar:id Poulin, Schwartz
predicts· to be amoog the top
five in. the nation.

.· This ·is an excellent opportunity to prove yourself amongst the best and start·off ·
making from $17,000 to $23,000
.
the school yeat ·
Seniors can qualify for the graduate Officer a year. See if you measure up. .
Commissioning~Program.and attend training Check out the-Marine Corps Officer Commissioning Prog~ms.
·
after graduation. -

Get yourcareer offtoa flying start Become a . during the summer. There ate rio on.:.campus
drills. Plus; you receive $100 a month during
Marine aviator. Uyou~-re·a,~oHege freshman,
-soptiomore.Qrjunior;you,couldq~alify for·
Jitu underg"9ate Ofticef C()Rlmissioning .
~Pfogram .an<f~.guarariteed fligh,t school . ,
.-after gfad\iation~ All training is conducted .

no t

Jenkins Court
476 Central '.Ave, • Eye E.~minutions . . _.. . _
• Pennulcns extended wcur lenses Durham, N.H.,- ·
Dover, N.H.
· • Polycon gus pcnucublc lci1scs· , 868-1012
742-5719

·.

- ---•
· _
City _________________ State _ _,..,__-_ ....__Zip_

did

DRS. ALIE·& MENARD
OJYfOMETRI~ ·.

1

study. Want to learri more? Complete and -return this ad to

ut

. ' Skis, Boots, Packages, Waxes
- Durham Bike, 868-5634
M-F noon-5, Sat 9-12

through SyracuH University's study abroad programs.. . .. ... ~·,

Study·in one of SU's 27 academic programs conducted·in
_ England, France, Italy, Spain arid other IOf?Btioris. Grants
.are available for -a semester, a year, or a summer of foreign

rolls

hoop

CROSSWORD

~cc y·our !\'tarine. Corps Representative on .Ian 31st,
Feb 1st, and 2nd at the MU.B from 10 A.M. -2 P.M,
or e~ll collect 603-668-0830
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W omen·-~rd, Me~-5!h
at UNH _Carnivat ·
By Weatherly Barnatd
.

Outstandi ng third and fifth
place fini.shes were the overall
. res•ults for the UNH Woh1en's
·and Men's · Ski_ Tc~tm~ at :-the
UNH Ski " Carnival thi s"'·"weekend. For the nordic• team. .
whose races we'r e held i.n
. Jackson. N.H. · The - carnivalproved - parfrcularl_y successful.
Tallying the results of- the ·top
·" three individual efforts and
relay : the wo111en took sec~ond,
place and the men clainicd
third. ' ,
· _
Oti Friday-, -· the d~y of t'1e
-individw.rl 1:aces; Captain .Juli_c
Wolny skied ·a 7~1: ' km rncc for

3rd, where Wolny then picked
up the anchor leg to catch
Dartmouth and.. hold off
. Middlcbtiry to claim 2nd , ,
For the .men's team. Sullivan
w·o n·~ the exciting _17-man
scramble start and b-rought his
IO krp ls g_in at 5t-h place : Poulin
gained ·- on · Bates College
moving thch1 ahead ·to fourth
where H usscy_thcA dosed a 48 _
· second gap to take Dartmoutl:i
at the finish bv a one second
margin a_nd finish Jrd.-,
_.. "·
Of skiers Wolny and Hussey,
Schw;utz said "both are 'skiing
witb experience · and con.::fidcncc,

knovving · thut

the):,

an -impressive thjsd (o_lldwcd by . _have a chance to: win~ they arc
3
1
%~~~et s!
;t "," ~i~~t~d(~-f~i1~ t~d ·1t:a~~~i~ UNH'sB;·~nd.c~~ Sulli~anil)' in action ~t
Madden photo)
·18th~. Penny McEdward. 28th. - was partic~larly _try~ --~of fhdr ;·
_.
_ .
· _,,,
and . Kim Hainpton~_35th out 9f , st ra teg:_ic perfo1:_m a rices in .. events were · held ·_ nearb)1 at·
a p~ck·of forty-f6ur. With only . Satu1~day's relay : ·- ·
• Attitasb Mounta~n in Bar tlett. '1 ,-· - ·: -~
· - ·'
·
·•
·- ·
··
,-•
two · vcter.:l~ mcm'ben, on t~hcir
- The- ci•fr.nival season begap N.H. On "Friday, _ the giant . _
carnival fram th Ls ~year . . ·the thc- previou ~ weekend . with the. slalom eYent brought _in ~· 3rd
/w O m9 n . ha V ~ -a~ hie ye d . St. La wrent c SJ<i Carniv.aLheld for the alpih~ women andA 6th · surprisi.ngly competitive results · in · Lake Pfacid. - N . Y. I)cspitc· for the men. '
. _•,
.
a· an_d ' ~ccording
noraic'c:oa c li th,e- bitter- cold there~ 'Wolny . NanC)' Oustafson brokf top~
. . ·. - . - . ' - ' . .
. -' . . .
-'
~
~ C9ry S¢hwa1:tz "arc , doing won . the -~ i·ndivid uaL Warner ten with·a fast 8t.h, fo°Iloweq by
much better ·t11an expected.~· . placed 8t-li "and Haines I 2tli . . Jill Sickels 12th, _anEI - Sara · By J.,. Barry, Mothes
game. -Thts tou1: ney gave us a .
For the men\ n·o rdic J eam ; " These -s·a mc three contributed ' Stokes 27th; The men's G.S.
good chance to play . th~m
. A power play.. goal with
- Captai_n - Mike ~Hussey tied for to . ·-a 2nd in the · Tclay the., was ·. domin a ted - by-, Dart- . seventeen seconds left on the
under harmless (staoding wise)
third place with Dartmouth's · following da:,i lea_vi'ng - the mouth's M IJes DeCha"qip·s clock enabled Providenc·e
c 6 n· di ti on s". T h .e y ·had
·Eric Wilb-i'ccht . to · repeat -, a nordic _women 2nd overaH _- - leaving - UNH's··. top ._thr:ec '-Coll.ege. ·to · hand -the _UN H
outplayed us in December' but
pe.rso,:wl. best set last weekend
their best finis,h
fi_nishe-rs Willy Wescott . 17th,
Women's Hockey team · _i:_t · thi~ time we we-re decidedly
at thp St. La wi,cnce :carnival.
' T he· three top :finishcrs· (c)r _Chris• Johnson 19th, a11d ··R.J.
frus'trating 3-2 loss in the,finals
better. . We play th~ m in
:_ The Mhc:r ~ l'{H finis-hers in this the: : m~n \ team wer¢ ·1agt1in Turner 22nd out · of totaf of of the Conco tdia Tourney.
Providcn-cc in two week-s. and .
15 km _race. were so-p,homorc . Hussey _3.rd, _SullivaA =7th, and fifty-four racers,,
.
we're bouhd to meet them in
· The . eight team tourney,
Stev ~ ' Pouli11 in· 9th p.lace. · Poulin I.0th: These' three also
On Saturday the U NH
featuring four teams,each· from
the playoffs somewhere, SO ~," . followi:d by . l?r~nd6n Sullivan captur¢d 2nd ·in the . relay a Ip i he w·o qi c n · pr o~'( e d' the U.S. and Canada, was well , McCurdy hinted,. ~'I'd much -· in I 0th. Joe M ilcs in 15th. Eric which. combined with theit themselves again ,_ Although_ a.tt~nded. and " b~, -- Sunday
rather sec us beat them later.'.' I
Hastings in 23rd, _and Dave _· individmd efforts~ tied t,h~m f{ff t,berc were a number M. falls' aiternoon t~ o of tht top teams
don't · think anyone would
Eastman ° if1'-· 42nd.. '( o'6t' · or ·-a1 ·· first wrt h -M id d 1e bu
whi·cfr -,c-osi ' -them; - W crme'n 's
ird h e East rerriaineGI.
-· .
,argue w-ith thaL---_; - . , ,,,;~.-:~~,· .
According to Sthwartz. this is ½ Coach. Lex Scourby J,vas proud
- p~oss-i,bJc 52):
l?-The Wildcats had reached
On Friday night't'freWildcats
On Saturday, . ' ti} C " .nordic . ·c "the first cross country skiing . o L. their ·per:form~nce on this · thefina(by virtue of a '5-3. win faced- a strong Y <Hk University
team_s maintained their_pace in event that ·uN H has won in 15 -"' '"tou-gh hill" and with th~ "'icy vers·us - York University- ·on
club apd played very well in the ~the i'cam rela·ys. For the
to 20 years!" This also marked ' coriditi__p ns. The fop ·-three_ : Fr-i<lay night, and a 9-1 decision· - 5-3 ,win. After fafling quickly
women, Warner ended the first
the first time in owr seven yea1:s finishers in this event were- Jill
over the hosts on Saturday.
-" behind 1-0., UN'H ran
four
of.t hree) k,n,1 lcgsiH- 7th.·from
that the UnivCl'sity of Vermont ' Sickles 7th, Cindy Pierce· l6thF
With time runnjng ou't in . straight with the' go~ls coming
there · Haip.es g~ve an
has not wo-n thenordiccarnival -and . CS, nthia .._. Lewis 19th-- Sunday's finak Providence
from Sidda-11, Patsy Lyons. and -outstanding 'p e rfor rnancc by . events.
-- - --- -.J- were somehow the owners of a · a pa-if f(orn Bald-u<c:ci.' With only
ch·arging,~~head four: places i_ntq
~ This ., •\Vee kc pd; the ·: alpine SKIING page 18
2-~ lead. The., Wildcats had 'twenty five s~cconds gone. in the
swarmed the Friar's erid , alL final pe' riod BaJducci
afternoon. outshooting ·c-ompkted her pat __ trick, an
Providence by a wide mar:-gin. . assist goirig to Hutchinson. ·
But the chances all went
Sc!tu·rday's . match up with
'unfini ~hed, ;until Janet Siddall_ Concordia_was almost:a·repJica .
By Ray Routhier - "'
The Wildcats · -dorninated- be~t for the ~ew Englands at ·, fin•all _y:. got l:J NH on the board -of a wcek.,_- J go-'s , at 'Sni_v~ly ·
The UNH ·· Wrestlers· won·, Brown. Beauli·eu pi'irned .his
the end of- Februar,1 • We're with fo1:1.r min·ufcs l() ··go -in the . Are-na. , Once · ·ag·a-in • ·ihe
their third consccuti_ye meet oppone_!1t _as did heavy, we_ighr
healthy ana have plepty -. ~f second pcri9d, ,assists going to
Wi'ldcats controlled the,.game
Saturday as they beat Brown Conn Matigon. Yale defeated
depth."
"
- Robin · Balducci and : Terry
from _ the ·. opening. faceoff
· 35 :::8 arid Central Connecticut Steve Pratt 15-P a~nd . 142
Three· Wildcat wrestlers are - StraGk.
.
coasting to the ,9 .,. )" vic;fory:
'22-if. - .
: ~ :_ poundn Pau.l Schwern · going-to theNew Engla,~d ,AlfThe teams came out flying in
Concordia's ducckefs, who ,
Against Cent1:af Con-nc~tic4t decisioned Troy HenlrofL 12-0.
Siar... meet in Springfield on· t-he final stanza. Providence
goaltendcd · brillian,.tly in the
,Beaulieu, Schwern,Z-onfrelli - Feb!'Uary _5th: . Ffe.shmen -tryingwj-nc:fr~setbeleag ~and - Gran-i1e -State T ourn_ey, ·.-kept
the Wildcars WO.fl five matches,
lost four and .tied .one. Ti he __b1g· and Yare wereall unaefcated in
standouts ·Be-au-lieu and the •Wi[dcat~ _p-1:cssing for the~. th_ings rcsp·cc·tab]e ,.,_ agairi
- wins for UNH .: in this -ma-t-ch the meet. and Yale - is _stil-1 ~ Scliwcrn along : with Yak wi·11 .' equalizcr:-As wa·slhc,casc·in tbc - . co-ming up with-34.-savcs: many
were Dave Yale's pin in thd58 unbeaten ( 18-0Hn dual meet represent the -Wildcats. - ~
fir s t . thirty . mi-nutcs., .the of those coming off shots from
lb. class, . Neil Zonfrelfr's · w-1 competi-tion.
;_ .
'
.,..Now 5-6, · JJN H-·travels to Wilpc.:its held a definite c.dgein _, the slot. _ .
. "I think ,we're starting_ to Amher-st this_Wednesday night · -play. -The~' rcwa__rd came five
victory in the 1.90 -lb. class, and ·
:, Pla-ying 1n two mid-season
Dave· Beaurieu's 14-6 decisi6n '. peek now,'.' liaid coach Jim ·ro take on tJ - Mass: " .
·m inutes in_to _ the p~riod wi(h ' to.urney·s on · c0nsec u .tive
in the 118 lb: cla},s ..
U rquhart:·-..·SO \ve ?!I
at
.
' ,
·-Bald µc'ci - tying · thi1igs _ up on. Wee Rends. the :- \\cildcats - now
-· passes from Siddall a1id _Lo{ r' . return ro -i-fht ·a"l1en world ·of
'
,- Hutchinson. .
' ,.
. ~eg1;1lar-· seasdn:,., sch.ed.t:ding ..
Things seCi-ncd _-, headed for · - Nearly h.alf their s~e ason j!_~.:tits
overtime until Lauren ApolJo . them begi:nni1'1.g with toriight 's
was w ·h i-~n I e d ofJ feH .. , home game v ersud~artmouth.
Mccurdy S~tys_ DartIT!outb is,
By Ann C Sullivan
sidering_thi-s- pa~t w.eek of har.d
·rela,y : TirtJ H;miltbn :todk 2nd cross c hcck-in·g -in the-~· Cin•a1
· A talented , squad of workouts we had a great me(:'.t
in the50 free and 3rd fri.the I·OO minute and on the erisuing :~a good leirn, many .o f t!Teir
playen; · arc of_ t()p w~irnen's
freshman swimmers boosted . with some ~impressive times,,, and had his best times ' or the po~er pl~y the ~-riiu:s ca~ he9
caliber. .- They .- s·houl.d J eep
sc'a~ori. Joini_n:g the : te'a ni in 111.
the UN H -men ~s .team over the said Coach · Frank Helies. University of Vermo.nt 57 -56
Co-captains Al Stu.a rt and
qua_liT).'. ing f:orthe New·England -· · ~~lJ was ii to1..1gh -loss to take.,, _thi_ngs · close." · Facc,:-off for
on- Saturday.
.
_ Ste-ve Warr~u displa;'cd fiqe· Cnamp.io-nship·s . w·ere Rob · Coach McCu-rd\, nrn111ienrc0 , to'night's .game at_. , Snivel/
l;:ite1:. ~-.' but WC know .
Arena will be· a_t 7:00µ._m.
Frcshnian _d-iver Tim Bryant swimming~ in the 200 - yd 1.M,
Warren, ·Da11 Roberts , and
outf,lw)'CG th ( m, tlTc entire
took 2nd- and Jrd on the one butterfly and . breastro-ke. Steve Fernandes .
UN H has a 3-3 record with
, a1id three meterdivjng pushing ~_ WarJen had in'lpr~ssive times in
.
.
..
U·N H ·up to the minimum 57 the ~ f,00 IM ana_:_bFeastr~~e · only six meets left before the ~,
' .
·. - ' ..
.. ·
· points
-w in _the mee-t. Flip , whil~ S~µart too~_flrsJ pl,~ccs 111 ,New Englands, which is top Hugo t_u rned iri.twolirst places th_c fly and _the_ IM. vete_~,an priority for _the team as they
~-'~
and ' person-al b_est'.times in the ·• . Gino Margaqno sw~n_:1 to a first strive .Jo.r Ii fe ti me , :pe i--.. ."\
=·<.,,. •, ·_.
2 0 0 a nd 5 0O· freest y I~ . and sernn<:i place ,m the l,ong Jormances.:Thursday night at7·Cont.i nuing tfle- fresnman hot distanc~ events. th_c. IOOO ~nd pni UNH,swlmsagainst ,Boston
~
streak was Chris Swirlbliss 500-yd lrce. Captunng two I 1rst College which promises J o be a
place\ was Bo b i.,chul~_r in the very clo~e arid exciting meet. ·
- with a -pcrsona'l best time in the
1000 y~rd . fr~esty le. "Con100 tree ~nd _the 400- medley
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$ports
l590 ties Dixon's rec.ord

McClain ties record ;
Wildca ts win 89-77

1

By Steve Langevin
Al McClain poured · in 30 second hall, connected on. fou.r
points and handed out eight during that stretch. .
. U N}i ha-d..shui: down Yale's
assists to lead UN H to an 89-77
victory over Yale Saturday leading scorer Bruce Graves tn
afternoon, before . a lively the . first half. holding him to
eight points. In t11e second hatr
Lundholm Gym crowd.
McClain's 30 points gave , though ~ Tic · c-1:uptcd for 18
him 1590 -· points for his career, points irndudingall 12-ofYale's
tying him with Robin Dixon - points over a 4:30 stretch,
'83 for all-time career scoring keeping them in the game.
Leading 67-61 with 6:23
mark at UNH.
remaining, the Wildcats reeled
. "I didn't want to do it to my
best friend (Dixon)," said off six straight points to put the
McClain, "but it's · a great game away. Ted DiGr·a nde
followed a pa_ir of baskets by
. . .
ho.~<;r."
I vc run out ol adJect1ves to Greg Steele with a resounding
describe AL" said UN H head dunk that hrought the crowd fo
their feet.
coach Gerry Friel. In the first half that record
All that was left in doubt was
was the farthest thing from the
minds of the Wildcats, as they whether McClain would break
found thGmsclves in a dogfight the record. He hit a jumper
. with Yale. It was a close half with 3:34 remaining, leaving
from start to finish as Yale's him three points away from
largest lead was five points, breaking the record. Then he
was fouled -with I :35 left. He
while UNH's was only two ..
Yale's Chris Kelly· gave his calmh sank both freethrows to
team an early 10-6 advantage, tie Dixon's mark°.
The Wildcats called a· timewhen he scored six straight
points. UN H firialfy regained out with I :24 ·remaining to set
the lead 25-24, · with 6: Ju up - McClain, however he
remaining, on a la y-up after a missed a driving lay-up ~nd a
steal by McClain and a short short jumper over the rest of
jumper by Dari Nolan. the. game.
"We played with a lot of
However, Yale grabbed the
lead at the half 37-35, when intensity today," said Friel. "It
James Boasberg hit a short was a fine team effort."
jumper at the buzzer. Nolan
A bright spqt for the 'Cats
and McClain baa keptthe'Cats
was the play of reserve Center
close, each scoring 12 points.
· In thesccon-d half. UNH shot · Ted DiGrande. He scored 11
a sin.ling 739-'r from the field points, pulled down six
and 9 I Cfi from the foul line as rebounds, and had t hrec
they dominated Yale. Yale blocked shots.
"Ted really sparked us,"
scored the first four points of
~ the✓ half to lengthen their lead io added Friel.
The victory raises UN H's
six, - only to see the Wildcats
come storming back. UNH record -to 9-7~ including a 6-1
outscored Yale 19-6 over the mark at home.
"We play like we a re
next six minutes fo gain a seven
point -lead. McClain, who made "possessed when we are home,"
his first e.ight shots of ihc said McClain. ,

·T erriers declaw Wildca ts,-S -3
By Ray Routhier
Even a thousand giant blue
hands couldn't have won this
game.
-UN H fans arc alreadv the
loudest and ·most enthu:iastic
in the East. So when styrofoam
hands with "Go UN H" printed
on them _were handed out,
Snively Arena was trnnsformed
into a blue sea of screaming,
cheering hockey fans. Still, the
Wildcats ~ouldn 't rid·e this
wave of energy to vietory, as
they were stunned bv Boston
University Friday nig~ht, 5-3.
The Wildcats had tied the
with I :21 left.

UNH's Brian Byrnes (2) moves in to check a B.U. player Saturday night. (Jim Millard photo)

· Defenseman David· Lee had
goal again. Apparently . the
br_ought the · puck up with· puck went in and was pulled
Shane Skidmore. Skidmore
out by Gillies as -he-tried to save ·
skated around the net and
it.
passed quickly to James
"It didn't go in," said
Richmond who faked · out
Defenseman Shane Skidmore.
goalie , Cleon Daskalaskis.
.. I was right there, I saw it. It
The crowd erupted. The
didn't go in."
UN H players weren't touching
The Terriers, took control in
the· ice as they skated, they were
the third period with their
too high.
strategy of firing the . puck
Onlv sixteen seconds later
around the boal'ds, as the rest
the Te~riers silenced Snively for
of the team moved in to keep it
good. The whole BU team was
in the zone. With the game tied
on offense. UN H goalie Bruce 2-2, anq ten minutes le.ft. the
Gillies cleared -the first shot
goal teams switched ends. BU
right up the middle, where Ed
took the goal closest to the
Lowney fired it right back for
main door, and UN H defended "'the winning goal. Denis
the far net. BU c~ach Jack
LaGarde would add an open
Parker said the move was
netter with 27 seconds left. but
because of poor lighting in the
the game was already over.
far end.
"When we tied it ever"bodv
Parker had- done -the sari1c
. was , so high", ~aid .)UN H thing last year, and coincidenforward Peter Douris, tally the BU fans \Yere sitting in
· "Thcn, ... bang. Nobody -could
the section clos,e st to the main
·
doors. Maybe..... ·
believe it."
Anyway, the last ten minutes
BU believed it. The Terriers
had· come out fast and hard in wde a whole · new game, with
the first period, setting the the Terriers outscoring UN H 3tempo of the game. The . I, to secure the ·5-3 win.
Wildcats seemed equal to the
"I wa~ pleased with the game ,
challenge, moving the puck except for the score," said
. well and hitting hard. Punches UNH coach Charlie Holt.
were thrown more than once on "We've g0t to play ~etter if we ··
account of both . teams' want to beat them down .
aggressive play . .
thcre("Bostun)."
The Wildcats led 2-0 at the
'Ci illics got some help from
end of the first period thanks to his defense as BU took onh 36
two well executed power plays. shots, which is an easy. da:/ for
Dan Muse and Scott Ellison Gillies. ( He's made oYer 40
scored the goals.
san~s seven times this season.")
BU began to control the
"Tough game. Breaks, that's .
game in the second period. all that separates the tough
They managed only one goal games." said Gillies, "We'll
however, due to the superb play get'em."
of Gillies. Their one goal was
UNH is now 12-10-1 overall
contrqversial. After being (7-J) i~ the EC AC and will host
signaled. as a goal, it was Vermont this Wednesday night
disallowe~. then signaled as a at 7:30.

